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Abstract

Tuple spaces allow participating processes to communicate and coordinate by acting

as a ‘blackboard’ where information encoded as tuples can be published, retrieved

or retracted. Triple spaces are a semantic extension to tuple spaces which use RDF

triples, describing content and semantics of information. There is a strong need for

distributed triple spaces if being applied to the Semantic Web, the Web for humans

and machines.

Distributed systems have desirable capabilities such as performance and scala-

bility, but guaranteeing those is challenging and various approaches to research exist.

In distributed systems data is stored at di!erent locations and accessed for infor-

mation retrieval and update activities. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are distributed

systems and predestinated to realize information sharing.

This thesis presents the design, specification and implementation of a dis-

tributed triple space architecture, referred to as tsc++ architecture, which combines

the triple space and P2P paradigm. The tsc++ prototype implements the tsc++ ar-

chitecture and demonstrates a possible solution for communication and coordination

on the Semantic Web. The tsc++ prototype applies an unstructured P2P distri-

bution strategy and integrates basic distribution and discovery algorithms, such as

flooding, random walk and publish/subscribe. One important aspect of the tsc++

prototype was to achieve performance and scalability.
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Introduction

1.1 Overview

The World Wide Web (‘WWW’ or simply the ‘Web’) is the medium of the 21th cen-

tury and now 20 years old. With at least 26 billion indexed Web pages (13 March

2009) [99] it holds more information than any library could ever keep. Because of

this huge amount of information and the variety of types (e.g. text, images and other

multimedia) it becomes more and more di"cult to use the Web e!ectively. Current

Web research is very much about adding semantics to the Web, i.e. documents in

machine-processable forms and links with relationship values defining the seman-

tics of information on the Web. Metadata will allow machines to understand the

actual meaning of the content and in return will provide support in accessing and

processing information. A meaningful Web for humans and machines is envisioned

and referred to as the Semantic Web. Another trend is using the Web not only as

an information source but also as a global platform for distributed computation and

integration of various applications. More and more applications use Web services

to communicate which o!er machine-to-machine interaction capabilities. However,

Web service communication is based on synchronous message exchange patterns

which require strong coupling in terms of destination, space and time. Web services

do not follow the ‘persistently publish and read’ paradigm (as the core idea) of the

Web [48].

Using tuple space communication is an approach to address the widely recog-

nized problems with Web services, i.e. uncouple in terms of destination and time.

In the beginning the concept of tuple spaces was used in parallel programming to

allow decoupled communication between processes. A tuple space acts like a ‘black-

board’ where any participating process can publish, retrieve or retract information,

i.e. tuples that are visible to all processes. Complex message exchange patterns

can be replaced by simple operations on spaces and partner processes are no longer
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

required to ‘know’ each other (i.e. anonymity) and run simultaneously (i.e. asyn-

chronity) [51]. However, tuple spaces lack the support for namespaces, semantics

and structures for describing tuples’ content. A tuple space can be extended by the

use of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [97] and other Semantic Web

technologies and is then referred to as a triple space. Triple spaces are conceived

for Web service communication and coordination based on persistent publication by

using RDF triples, describing content and semantics of information [30].

Most tuple space implementations are using a client-server distribution strategy

in which one specific server operates the complete (single) tuple space that can be

accessed by clients [90]. Centralized tuple spaces su!er from not being fault-tolerant,

i.e. centralized server being a single point of failure as well as a bottleneck. There

is a strong need for distributed tuple spaces if being applied to the Web. Peer-

to-Peer (P2P) is a highly interesting paradigm and can be used as a distribution

strategy in tuple spaces, i.e. equality of participation among processes providing and

consuming tuples. A coordination-based middleware for the Web seems possible by

marrying the concepts of tuple spaces with P2P [70]. Thus, triple spaces utilizing

P2P technology are conceived for distributed machine-to-machine interaction at Web

scale.

The contribution of this thesis is to present the design, specification and imple-

mentation of a distributed triple space architecture, referred to as tsc++ architec-

ture, which combines the triple space and P2P paradigm.

1.2 Contribution

The tsc++ prototype implements the tsc++ architecture and demonstrates a possi-

ble solution for communication and coordination on the Semantic Web. The tsc++

prototype aims for scalability and applies an unstructured P2P distribution strategy

that uses e"cient and e!ective distribution and discovery algorithms.

Altogether the four main goals of this thesis are: (1) requirements, (2) defining

algorithms, (3) implementation and (4) evaluation.

1. State of the art requirements for a coordination middleware based upon the tuple

space paradigm need to be gained. This includes studying related works and un-

derstanding paradigms in order to specify a distributed triple space architecture.

2. Defining distribution and discovery algorithms will be essential in order to realize

communication and coordination.

3. The implementation integrates the distribution and discovery algorithms and

provides a distributed triple space middleware based on P2P.
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4. The evaluation will consider di!erent test cases and should prove the scalability

of the distributed triple space middleware.

The selected research questions are:

• What is the tuple space and P2P paradigm about?

While the tuple space paradigm is about communication and coordination,

the P2P paradigm is about information sharing and distribution.

• How does a distributed triple space architecture look like?

The design and specification of the tsc++ architecture builds upon the triple

space and P2P paradigm, where the P2P paradigm provides a distribution

strategy for triples spaces.

• What distribution and discovery algorithms are needed to support communica-

tion and coordination?

Communication and coordination should be taken out e"ciently and e!ectively

with respect to latency and bandwidth consumption. The selected distribution

and discovery algorithms allow complete and partial information retrieval as

well as a notification mechanism.

• What is needed for a scalable triple space implementation?

A scalable implementation is grounded on e"cient and e!ective distribution

and discovery algorithms. The decisions made while designing and implement-

ing the tsc++ architecture will be reflected by the evaluation results.

• What are the evaluation results?

The evaluation of the tsc++ prototype is being carried out in terms of per-

formance and particularly considers scalability. The target audience for the

evaluation results are developers of Semantic Web applications that may apply

the triple spaces middleware for communication and coordination.

3
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2

Background

In order to specify a distributed triple space architecture the concepts of tuple spaces

and P2P need to be studied and understood. Background knowledge and related

works define state of the art requirements for a distributed triple space middleware.

2.1 Tuple Space Systems

The view of parallel computing has always varied between ‘wild optimism (what-

ever the question, parallelism is the answer) and extreme pessimism (parallelism is

a declining niche market)’ [84]. The world is inherently parallel and parallel com-

puting makes available more computational power than sequential computing. A

sequential program consists of one executing process operating in a single point in

the computational time-space, but a parallel program consists of many processes

and multiple interrelating points in time and space [4]. Thus, parallel programming

is often described as being harder than conventional, sequential programming. A

sequential programming language (a host language, e.g. Java) extended by means

of coordination turns into a parallel programming language. Thus, any parallel

program has two parts: computation and coordination.

A coordination model ‘is the glue that binds separate activities into an ensem-

ble’ [34], in other words ‘provides a framework in which the interaction of active and

independent entities can be expressed’ [22]. It is based upon three di!erent aspects:

coordination laws, coordination media and coordination entities [17]. The coordina-

tion laws define the behavior of the coordination media in response to interaction

and are expressed in terms of the communication language and the coordination

language. A communication language defines how information can be exchanged

among coordination entities and a coordination language allows to combine their

actions. The Linda coordination model [33] was designed to support and simplify

the construction of parallel programs. The terms (1) tuple space, (2) tuple, (3) tem-
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

plate and (4) tuple space primitives and (5) orthogonally are important to the Linda

coordination model:

1. A tuple space (coordination media) is a virtual shared memory, in which the

actual memory may be physically shared or distributed [96]. Tuple spaces contain

a collection of tuples and are associatively addressable through templates.

2. A tuple (communication language) is a series of typed fields, possibly being

active or passive [12]. A tuple is said to be active if at least one field contains

a function invocation. After all active fields have terminated, the tuple becomes

passive and contains data only.

3. A template, also referred as an anti-tuple, has a subset of the typed fields

specified, which are used to locate a matching tuple in the tuple space. Templates

allow placeholders, which are termed formal fields, because they receive the values

of the corresponding actual fields of the matching tuple. Prefixing a field with a

question mark (?) denotes a formal field. Templates allow to access tuples by saying

what is needed rather than how it should be found. Moreover, if more than one tuple

matches then a non-deterministic choice needs to be made.

As a short template matching example, assume a tuple (‘Porsche 911’, ‘EUR’,

95000) exists in the tuple space, where EUR is the currency and 95000 is the price

of the Porsche car represented by this tuple. Any tuple with the same number

and type of fields and with the string ‘Porsche 911’ in the first position matches

the template (‘Porsche 911’, ?currency, ?price). A successful match assigns the

variables currency and price from the formal fields with the corresponding actual

fields of the matching tuple currency = EUR and price = 95000.

4. The small set of tuple space primitives (coordination language) for interacting

with a Linda tuple space are: out, rd, in and eval [95]. Moreover, primitives sup-

porting the publish/subscribe paradigm [29], introducing the concept of notification,

can be added.

• Publishing: The out operation writes tuples to the tuple space and the exe-

cuting process continues immediately afterwards.

• Retrieving/Retracting: The rd and in operation read and delete tuples from

the tuple space. Retrieval and retraction (destructive retrieval) make use of an

associative matching technique where tuples are matched against a template.

Both retrieval operations are blocking, enforcing processes to wait, until a

match occurs before further going on. In other words, if a matching tuple is

not found, then the executing process suspends until one tuple is available.

6



• Evaluating: The eval operation creates active tuples and evaluates the func-

tions before writing the result as a passive tuple to the tuple space.

• Publishing/Subscribing: Typically a tuple space system contains two roles:

tuple publishers, who write tuples into a tuple space and tuple retrievers,

who read tuples from a tuple space. The publish/subscribe paradigm, an

event driven approach, utilizes these roles and decouples processes further. A

publisher without the knowledge of what (if any) subscribers there maybe,

publishes its content. A subscriber declares interest to particular types of

information, through one or more templates, and will be notified (callback

to subscriber) as soon as being available. After receiving a notification a

subscriber knows that tuples, matching a specified template, exist and can be

retrieved.

5. Tuple spaces exhibit orthogonality by decoupling inter-process communication

in destination, space, and time [33]:

• Anonymous: Communication is carried out in a way that processes do not need

to know each other. Tuples are produced and consumed although producers do

not know who their consumers will be, nor do consumers know their producers

who created the tuples they consume.

• Autonomous: Processes do not need to coexist in the same space and commu-

nicate by associatively addressing tuples.

• Asynchronous: Tuples may be produced long before consumers arise or con-

sumed long after producers have existed. In Linda communication and syn-

chronization is guaranteed by the tuple space access primitives. Processes

communicate by publishing tuples to the tuple space and by retrieving tu-

ples from it. Moreover, processes synchronize by waiting for tuples to become

available through blocking retrieval operations.

After describing important terms in Linda, now inter-process communication

is looked at from a general perspective. Providing processes with the ability to

communicate is fundamental. At the lowest level, information can be exchanged by

using (1) message-passing and (2) shared-data techniques [95].

1. In a message-passing system processes communicate by exchanging messages.

Message-passing systems provide point-to-point communication between processes,

sender and receiver, and are referred to as ‘shared-nothing’ systems. A controversial

issue is whether message-passing should be synchronous or asynchronous, mean-

ing either blocking or non-blocking. The inter-process communication mechanism
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is based on two primitives (i) send(destination, message) and (ii) receive(source,

message) and their blocking and non-blocking versions are depicted in Figure 2.1.

While the send operation sends a message to a destination, the receive operation

receives a message from a source (any source). A synchronous message-passing sys-

tem provides synchronization between processes [32]. However, if process A sends a

synchronous message to process B just as B sends one to A, then the two processes

will deadlock. An asynchronous message-passing system is nondeterministic [55].

Nondeterminacy makes testing and debugging parallel programs di"cultly. Multi-

ple executions of a program with the same input may show di!erent sequences of

synchronization events or even di!erent results.

synchronous
send sender blocks until message was received
receive receiver blocks until message is available

asynchronous
send sender sends a message and resumes
receive receiver retrieves a valid message or null

Figure 2.1: Message-Passing

2. In a shared-data system processes communicate by altering the contents of

global data. Shared-data systems usually require some form of locking to coordinate

between processes, e.g. semaphores or monitors. Tuple spaces share tuples and have

a predefined set of operations, allowing to coordinate processes.

Message-passing and shared-data models are not mutually excluding each other

[47]. Shared-data systems can be reasonably implemented on top of message-passing

ones. Tuple spaces can be realized by extending message-passing systems with

a data repository that features associative addressing. Messages are commonly

used for inter-process communication, which is subject of the coordination model

in tuple spaces. Thus, writing a tuple into the shared tuple space is analogous

to sending a message and reading a tuple is analogous to receiving a message [95].

Shared-data systems are more convenient in situations where data needs to be shared

between processes. Processes access or modify shared-data for achieving theirs goals,

rather than exchanging lots of messages. Moreover, if shared-data are accessed very

often, a cache may be necessary which maintains copies of frequently accessed data.

Accessing the cached copy rather than the (re-)fetched original data is faster on

average. A replacement policy guarantees a fixed cache size and avoids an infinite

growth, e.g. replace the least recently used copy. However, if shared-data are

frequently updated and therefore quickly lose any historical state, caches become

useless. Generally speaking, approaches based on shared-data are more expressive,
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i.e. provided primitives give meaning. Shared-data models built on data that is

persistently stored and globally available, i.e. a consumer can access data from a

producer that is no longer in the system. Message-passing models rely on one-way

message exchanges [81], i.e. the coordination information that is accessible only

during the exchange. Tuple space primitives express what kind of activities can

be provided to coordinated processes, but message-passing enforces coordination

operations to be implemented in terms of low level send/receive operations. Message-

passing and tuple space models provide di!erent degrees of destination, space and

time uncoupling:

• Anonymous: Most message-passing are partially anonymous because the sender

of a message has to specify the receiver but not necessarily vice versa. Tuple

spaces provide fully anonymous communication.

• Autonomous: Associative addressing allows a dynamic set of processes which

consume particular tuples [63]. However, in any direct addressing scheme, a

dynamic set of receivers, interested in certain messages, is hard to maintain.

• Asynchronous: Linda provides asynchronous communication but synchronous

tuple space access [80], i.e. non-blocking out operation but blocking versions

of rd and in. A process inserts a tuple in the tuple space and proceeds just

afterwards, but others have to wait until the tuple becomes accessible. As

mentioned before message-passing systems are either blocking or non-blocking.

A negotiation example can be modeled either as a sequence of message ex-

changes or by insertion and removal of tuples to and from a shared tuple space.

Assume two processes, a buyer and a seller process, that negotiate on an agreeable

price for the car, e.g. a Porsche 911.

I would like to buy a car.

How much would you like to spend?

My budget is 90.000 EUR.

We have a "Porsche 911" for 95.000 EUR.

Would you accept 92.500 EUR?

OK.

Buyer Seller

Figure 2.2: Example Message-Passing

The buyer defines the maximum and ideal buying price for the car (e.g. 100.000 and

90.000 EUR), whereas the seller defines its minimum and ideal selling price (e.g.

9



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

90.000 and 95.000 EUR). The negotiation would clearly fail if both processes would

have knowledge about each others defined prices, i.e. the buyer knows that the

seller would be satisfied with 90.000 EUR. In the scenario, a request for the car is

made by the buyer. The seller asks for the possible budget and the buyer responds,

e.g. 90.000 EUR. The seller makes an initial o!er, e.g. 95.000 EUR for a Porsche

911, which is rejected by the buyer first. The buyer suggests a countero!er, e.g.

92.5000 EUR, and both agree. Communication through message-passing, depicted

in Figure 2.2, only illustrates the negotiation because message structure is neglected.

Communication over the tuple space is shown in Figure 2.3-2.4 and is more concrete

by specifying involved tuple space operations.

Buyer Seller

6. 
in

7
.e

va
l

3

Buyer Seller
8. in9. eval

4

Buyer Seller

10. in

11
. e

va
l

12. in

5

Buyer Seller

2. 
in

3.
 o

ut1. out

1

Buyer Seller
4. in

5. out

2

Figure 2.3: Example Shared-State

After showing the strengths of tuple spaces under the perspective of commu-

nication and coordination, now also the support for programming patterns gets

presented. A commonly accepted programming pattern, a general reusable solution

to a common problem in software design, for Linda is the replicated-worker pattern

[19]. A problem may be parallelized by splitting it up into tasks and running either

(1) sequential tasks in parallel or (2) parallel individual tasks. Those tasks are dis-

tributed over n identical processes p, called the replicated worker processes. If the

overhead of communicating tasks is higher than computing them, then sequential

tasks in parallel are preferred because inter-process communication in distributed

systems depends on latency and bandwidth consumption. While latency is a syn-

onym for delay, bandwidth is one for data transfer rate. Both can have an impact

on speedup, in that constraining parallel individual tasks. Linda provides com-
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munication and synchronization and therefore can be used for parallel individual

tasks.

no.
Process

operation
Buyer Seller

1 • out(”inform”, ”purchase”, ”car”)
2 • in(”inform”, ”purchase”, ”car”)
3 • out(”request”, ”car”, ”budget”)
4 • in(”request”, ”car”, ”budget”)
5 • out(”inform”, ”budget”, 90000)
6 • in(”inform”, ”budget”, ?budget)
7 • eval(”propose”, ”porsche 911”, getPrice(?budget))
8 • in(”propose”, ?car, ?price)
9 • eval(”propose”, ?car, getNewPrice(?price))
10 • in(”propose”, ?car, ?newPrice)
11 • eval(”accept”, ?car, checkPrice(?newPrice))
12 • in(”accept”, ?car, ?newPrice)

Figure 2.4: Example Shared-State Operations

As a short example, assume a task is a tuple in the tuple space, e.g., (‘task’, id,

job). Each process repeatedly takes tasks from the space and puts the results back

into it, until all work has been done. A task is consumed by the in(‘task’, ?id, ?job)

operation and the result is produced by the out(‘result’, id, result) operation. The

work is automatically and fairly distributed among the workers. Furthermore, new

tasks can be created at runtime, supporting dynamic distributed work. This model

creates relatively little overhead because a tuple space is used to coordinate workers

and divides tasks among them. The workers are loosely coupled and only interact

indirectly through the tuple space. Another pattern, namely master-worker pattern

[20], uses n identical processes p and one master process m. As such, it is just a

derivation of the replicated-worker pattern allowing m to be the only process issuing

tasks. A master creates i tasks by calling i times out(‘task’, i, job) and collects the

results produced by process p1 . . . pn . The results are collected by calling i times

in(‘result’, ?id, ?result). Furthermore, m may produce a final result out of i sub-

results.

Although tuple spaces provide the previously discussed benefits they su!er from

a problem known as the multiple rd problem [79]. A multiple rd operation is de-

fined as an operation where two or more processes need to concurrently and non-

destructively read one or more tuples T = {t1 . . . tn} matching the same template.

Assume there are at least two tuples for the same template. The semantics of rd

means that if there exist more than one matching tuple, a non-deterministic choice

needs to be made. Thus, the multiple rd operation cannot be performed adequately,
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i.e. not all matching tuples ti = {T | i = 1 . . . n} might be retrieved from the

tuple space because of choosing non-deterministically. Allowing non-destructive re-

trieval calls for a locking concept. A very general solution to the multiple rd problem

is that a process destructively reads the matching tuples and reinserts them back

afterwards. However, during this procedure the tuples are not accessible by other

processes, which means this solution being no longer concurrent. Furthermore, in a

distributed tuple space implementation this solution will generate a huge overhead

in terms of latency and bandwidth consumption. Another solution can tackle the

multiple rd problem by changing the rd operation’s return type from single to mul-

tiple tuples, i.e. set of tuples instead of a single tuple. However, there should exist

certain limits, otherwise the overhead of returning all matching tuples could become

enormously high.

2.1.1 Semantic Extensions to Tuple Spaces

Tuple space systems have limited abilities to define matching templates. Template

matching in Linda is type and value-based, e.g. (‘Porsche 911’, ?currency, int price).

Thus, limitations in specifying filter criteria are always present. An improvement,

namely object-oriented tuple spaces, where tuples are retrieved by an object-oriented

associative mechanism, allow for filter criteria to be multi-dimensional, e.g. the tem-

plate as defined above can be refined to (Car.name == ‘Porsche 911’, ?currency,

Car.price price) but implies the existence of the Car object and the Porsche being

an instance of it. In object-oriented tuple spaces (e.g. TSpaces [63] and JavaSpaces

[31]), templates are matched with tuples based on the object compatibility. Ob-

ject compatibility, enabled by the polymorphism mechanism of the host language,

requires that tuple writers and readers use the same implementation of class hierar-

chy. Both type-based as well as object-oriented tuple space systems are not su"cient

[102]. Thus, a new form, namely semantic tuple space systems, have been developed

to support more sophisticated template matching. The di!erence between object-

oriented and semantic tuples lies in the approaches used for determining the relations

among objects. Object relationships can be declaratively defined by ontologies in

semantic tuple space systems. Through the use of ontologies the semantics of a

tuple’s content becomes understandable. Furthermore, templates can be formulated

using semantic query languages in order to specify filter criteria. More on ontologies

and Semantic Web technologies is found in Appendix A.1.
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Related Works

The following related works provide a short introduction to semantic tuple spaces.

All of these approaches exemplify how tuple spaces can be enhanced with semantics.

Semantic Web Spaces (SWS) [66] provides a semantic extension of the original

concept of tuple spaces and implies new types of (1) tuple spaces, (2) tuples, (3)

coordination primitives and (4) templates [68]:

First, the multiple tuple space approach can be classified according the parti-

tioning strategy and their relation: flat multiple tuple spaces and nested multiple

tuple spaces. The set of flat tuple spaces are assigned with a unique identifier (URI)

and addressed using it. Nested multiple tuple spaces are identified through the

identifiers of the parent spaces. While the nested model provides structure, which is

useful in some situations, the flat model is more flexible. In Semantic Web Spaces

nested multiple tuple spaces are used and child spaces are referred to as subspaces.

Semantic Web Spaces integrates an ontology for the description of the space. Thus,

explicitly representing the actual structure of the space by defining concepts and

their properties. Semantic Web Spaces introduces context in order to allow cluster-

ing, i.e. tuples which are related can be grouped.

Second, in tuple spaces it is possible to write tuples with di!erent number of

fields. The types and values of the fields of an n-tuple are varying too. However,

in Semantic Web Spaces it is only possible to write 3-tuples so called triples, cor-

responding to the subject, predicate and object of an RDF [97] statement. There

exist two views on triples, a data view and an information view [66]. In the data

view triples are seen as plain data only, without considering semantics. However,

in the information view triples’ data represent knowledge. The information view

takes into account the knowledge defined by ontologies in order to perform semantic

matching.

Third, while in the data view the traditional out, in and rd operations are

preserved, new operations claim, retract, endorse and excerpt are introduced for

the information view. The claim operation inserts a triple into the space if and

only if it is consistent with the RDF schema, i.e. asserts its trueness. The retract

operation removes a triple from the space, which is modeled through publishing an

invalidating statement that asserts its falseness. Removing a triple at the data level

gives no knowledge afterwards, rather than stating its falseness. Nevertheless, at

the information level invalidation can be a complicated task, i.e. in a distributed

triple space to invalidate all related distributed triples. While the endorse operation

retrieves a single matching triple, the excerpt operation yields all matching triples,

which are true and consistent according the information level.
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Forth, template matching supports di!erent degrees of complexity, specified by

triple patterns and graph patterns complex queries. Pattern matching is shown in

Appendix A.1.2.

Triple Space Computing (TSC) [30] marries tuple space computing and semantic

technology by using a triple space, a tuple space enriched with semantics [30]. The

requirements, as shown above, hold also for TSC, in that new types of (1) tuple

spaces, (2) tuples, (3) coordination primitives and (4) templates are needed [68]:

First, in TSC flat multiple tuple spaces are used and each space is addressed

by a triple space identifier following the URI scheme.

Second, TSC extends tuple spaces by supporting the exchange of RDF triples

but the primitives only consider the data view. A set of triples represents an RDF

graph and Krummenacher et al. [48] suggest to only use one identifier per graph.

This contradicts with the idea of having ‘one resource one identifier’ which is common

in the Web. However, an unique identifier per each triple adds unneeded complexity

because the knowledge in a space is vast and therefore not modeled by a single triple,

but rather by using sets of triples.

Third, the triple space primitives preserve the original semantics of the coor-

dination primitives, although operating on the structure of triples. The core TSC

primitives are (i) write, (ii) read, (iii) query, (iv) take. Writing triple sets to the triple

space is done by the write operation (in Linda out operation). Retrieving triples can

be done in destructive or nondestructive way, where the take operation (in Linda

in operation) removes triples form the space and the read and query operation (in

Linda rd operation) return triple copies. While read only considers a single RDF

graph yielding a single matched triple together with any triple in the graph, query

operates over multiple graphs yielding only matching triples in all graphs. Further-

more, the read operation can use the identifier to retrieve a written graph. The take

operation also uses this identifier to delete a graph. Notification, based on tem-

plate subscriptions and advertisements, following the publish/subscribe paradigm,

is possible.

Forth, a triple space supports templates with di!erent degrees of complexity,

e.g. triple patterns and graph patterns.

Triple Space Communication (TripCom) [82] aims at a middleware for the Se-

mantic Web called Triple Space [82]. Triple Space is the infrastructure, in which

all triple spaces reside. The data model uses RDF triples and does not support the

concept of RDF graphs as in TSC. In order to group RDF triples, subspaces are

applied. Thus, sets of triples reside in nested multiple spaces, similar to SWS. The

coordination primitives are the traditional out, rd and in operations. Furthermore,
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rdmultiple, rdmultiple, subscribe and unsubscribe operations are provided. The out

operation writes a set of triples to the triple space. The rd operation retrieves a sin-

gle match, a set of a triples, to the template from either the triple space or the entire

Triple Space, depending whether a space identifier is specified or not. Templates

allow di!erent degrees of complexity, in ascending order specified by triple patterns,

graph patterns and complex queries defined in semantic query languages. The in

operation is the destructive version of the rd operation. Moreover, the rdmultiple

operation attempts to yield multiple matches, resulting in a set of triples sets to

be returned. The inmultiple operation is the destructive version of the rdmultiple

operation. In order to allow for publish/subscribe communication, the subscribe and

unsubscribe operations are provided. The main goal of the Triple Space middleware

is scalability [49]. Local scalability and completeness is possible by partitioning a

triple space, i.e. through multiple subspaces, allowing for greater e"ciency in in-

teractions because communication is restricted to a part of the whole triple space.

Triple Space includes ontology-driven management of spaces, which gives new means

for enhancing distribution and discovery algorithms [67].

Conceptual Spaces (CSpaces) [61] indents to extend TSC and defines a knowledge

container, in which tuples are represented in a formal language [61], e.g. First-Order

Logic. Tuples are well-defined and contain seven fields (guid, fm, type, subspace,

sguid, vguid, mguid). A formula fm is used to build a logical theory and the formal

language used for fm is defined by type. A global unique identifier for fm is guid

and sguid identifies the space in which the tuple was created. Moreover, vguid is

used for tuple versioning and mguid refers to the member process that stored the

tuple. Furthermore, subspace defines a subset of the space to which a tuple belongs.

CSpaces allows two types of spaces: individual and shared. While an individual

space reflects the perception of a single process, a shared space only allows knowledge

all member processes have agreed on. Shared spaces also act as bridges between

several shared and individual spaces, i.e. linked by mapping and transformation

rules. CSpaces permits the use of rich and formal query languages while matching

templates. The query language depends on the representation language used to for

describing information in a space.

Semantic Tuple Spaces (sTuples) [45] semantically extends JavaSpaces [45]. Tu-

ples have to specify a field that defines the data using DAML+OIL [62]. sTuple

relaxes the constraints of object-oriented tuple spaces, in which processes need to

share the same implementation of class hierarchy. Ontologies are used for semantic-

based matching in order to determine the relation among objects. Unlike the usual

Linda approach in which templates are type and value-based, sTuples defines tem-
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plates based on a dedicated template ontology. A template is a set of DAML+OIL

statements, forming a query based on Description Logic. sTuples uses a semantic

tuple matcher in order to carry out matching of templates to tuples. When a tuple

is published to a space then the system checks if the DAML+OIL statements are

valid and consistent according to the space’s knowledge base. If a tuple is retracted

from a space then the associated DAML+OIL statements are also removed.

Comparison

The comparison tries to identify positive as well as negative aspects of each semantic

tuple space approach and is seen as an input to the proposed distributed triple space

architecture in Chapter 4. The data, space and communication/coordination models

as well as template types of mentioned semantic tuple space approaches are:

• SWS: triples; nested multiple; Linda; graph patterns and complex queries

• TSC: named graphs; flat multiple; Linda, publish/subscribe; graph patterns

• TripCom: triples; nested multiple; Linda, publish/subscribe; graph patterns

and complex queries

• CSpace: septuple; flat multiple, interconnected; publish/subscribe; formal

language

• sTuples: tuples, with DAML+OIL field nested single; publish/subscribe; DL-

based queries

Semantic tuple space approaches support new types of tuples, which encapsu-

late data formalized using Semantic Web languages. Apart from sTuples, were data

is defined via DAML+OIL, and CSpaces, which is language-independent, the re-

maining three tuple space approaches apply RDF to specify data. The data model

of sTuples is a mix of non-semantic and semantic technology [48], whereas TSC,

SWS and Tripcom use clean semantic triples as the underlying tuple model. Fur-

thermore, SWS considers two views on tuples, a data view and an information view

[66]. The information view takes into account the knowledge defined by ontologies

in order to perform semantic matching. SWS and TripCom apply ontologies to

provide ontology-driven management of spaces, whereas sTuples defines a template

ontology for the space retrieval operations. Usually, tuples are associated with an

identifier, which gives determinacy, i.e. while retrieval by template may enforce

a non-deterministic choice to made, retrieval by identifier does not. Krummen-

acher et al. [48] suggest to only use an identifier per set of tuples, i.e. tuples are
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grouped by an identifier to a set of tuples. TSC, SWS and CSpaces suggest to

use identifiers as a pointer to add meta-information of spaces and graphs, allowing

to describe the structure of the space and the contained data. While in CSpaces

the meta-information is an integral part of the tuple model, other approaches pro-

pose a meta-model for capturing meta-data. TSC, CSpaces and sTuples use flat

multiple tuple spaces as their space model, but in CSpaces the spaces may be in-

terconnected through mapping rules, defining domain dependencies. In SWS and

TripCom tuples reside in nested multiple spaces. The communication/coordination

model of the five presented semantic tuple space approaches is either based on Linda

or the publish/subscribe paradigm or both. TSC, SWS and TripCom provide Linda

coordination. TSC and TripCom allow further decoupling based on the publish/-

subscribe paradigm. CSpaces and sTuples use publish/subscribe as the underlying

communication paradigm. In TSC, SWS and TripCom templates support di!erent

degrees of complexity, in ascending order specified by triple patterns, graph pat-

terns and complex queries defined in semantic query languages. In sTuple queries

are based on Description Logic and CSpaces defines templates in a formal language

(e.g. First-Order Logic).

2.2 P2P Systems

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are distributed systems and predestinated to realize

information sharing. However, in P2P systems there is no global knowledge, meaning

no global schema and no global information about data distribution [44]. P2P

systems create overlay networks over the Internet, spanning new networks over an

already existing one. Most design decisions in P2P networks only become clear

when understanding the Internet as a communication network. Various topologies

are possible for these overlay networks. By means of a logical overlay network

multiple computers, so called peers, are tied together and data of autonomous and

heterogenous sources can be shared. Peers are connected by a network, uniquely

addressable, and share a common communication protocol [54]. P2P systems can

scale up to millions of peers and billions of resources, thus all decisions should be

taken locally without the need for central entities.

Today P2P networks are responsible for a large amount of all the Internet tra"c,

with P2P tra"c clearly dominating [41]. Nevertheless, because peers communicate

directly, the networks’ bandwidth is better utilized. P2P networking encounters an

enormous growth and various popular software solutions today use P2P technology

to guarantee their services, e.g. Skype [8]. Driving forces behind P2P were increasing

storage space and processing power available at common end user computers and
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data rates for Internet access at any time. Broadband flat rates became available for

comparably low prices, therefore consuming and providing content became possible

and attractive.

P2P is a highly interesting paradigm for communicating on the Internet and in

fact it is not a new conception. The initial goal of the Internet is the direct communi-

cation between computers without needing intermediaries [25]. The two definitions

Internet and World Wide Web are often mixed. The Internet is a global system of

interconnected computer networks. The World Wide Web (WWW) is a collection

of interlinked hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. In other words the

WWW is an application of the Internet. The Internet is concerned with equality,

because protocols like Internet Protocol (IP) [73], Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) [74] and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [72] treat connected computers

identically:

• IP delivers datagrams (packets) from source to destination hosts and its com-

plex aspects are addressing and routing. The role of IP has been characterized

as follows: ‘A name indicates what we seek. An address indicates where it is.

A route indicates how to get there.’ [73]. Thus, addressing is used to specify

host locations and routing is the process of selecting paths to them. IP is a

network layer protocol, which lies below the transport layer, in the OSI model

[106].

• TCP and UDP are transport layer protocols designed above the network

layer. TCP is connection-oriented which provides reliable and ordered trans-

mission. UDP, TCP’s counterpart, is connectionless and therefore packets can

be sent without establishing connections. Furthermore, packets may not arrive

at their destination and their order may be switched.

Application layer protocols use transport layer protocols to transfer data be-

tween computers, e.g. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) used to access hypertext

documents. However, application layer protocols often introduce the client-server

model, dividing computers into clients and servers. In traditional client-server net-

works content providers are strictly divided from content consumers. The server is

the central entity and only content provider. Thus, it needs to be a high performance

system in order to manage its clients. The centralized nature of client-server net-

works is prone to resource bottlenecks. Because peers are not distinguished between

content providers (servers) and content consumers (clients) they are often named

‘servents’. Peers can join and leave the network at any time, meaning high volatility,

and therefore tolerance to faults must be supported. This unpredictable behavior,

joining and leaving at random, results in a constant reorganization of the network
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topology. The dynamics stand also in contrast with the Web, where server uptime

is guaranteed and most pages are more or less static. Reachability and connected-

ness are important terms for P2P networks. In such dynamic environments frequent

changes occur and therefore not well shared (or rare) data can become unavailable,

i.e. although the network is connected a peer might not be reached.

When talking about P2P the notions in graph theory, found in Appendix A.2,

are often used. Every P2P network can be associated with a graph. In terms of

P2P the vertices are the peers and the edges define the links between them, i.e. for

edge e = (vi , vj ), vi is the source and vj is the target peer. The most important

operation in P2P systems is the lookup or discovery of the best peer (or peers)

capable of handling a request, i.e. a peer that owns a specific resource. The process

of receiving and forwarding requests or queries through the network, until the lookup

succeeds or fails, is called query routing. Routing is the process of moving queries

to the target over a certain path. The peer initiating a request or query is called

the requester, a peer is called owner if it is holding requested content. An adjacency

matrix Aij can be used to store the routing information at each peer. During runtime

such lists are continuously changed. The task of discovering the best peer is taken

locally with limited knowledge. The knowledge, notably Aij , obtained by each peer

about the system can be used to solve the routing problem, i.e. solve the shortest

path problem. Dijkstra’s algorithm [24] can find costs of shortest paths from a

source to a destination peer and is therefore often used in routing. A least recently

used (LRU) strategy, guaranteeing a fixed size for Aij , can be applied and avoids

an infinite growth. Aij can be modeled to contain only peers that have successfully

responded. Moreover, higher usefulness can be assigned to those that have been

successfully used in the recent past. A peer’s knowledge can never be complete and

keeping a consistent adjacency matrix is challenging. With a weight function Aij is

commonly given by !(e = (vi , vj )) if e = (vi , vj ) and zero otherwise. Such weights

represent distances (costs) to peers. The routing problem is about finding an owner

with less costs.

2.2.1 Network Designs

P2P systems either use unstructured or structured network designs [28]. While in

unstructured P2P systems data placement is arbitrary and has no correlation with

the network topology, in structured P2P systems the data placement is precisely

controlled by a determined algorithm. A short summary considering the dividing

features, (i) discovery, (ii) lookup, (iii) topology and (iv) maintenance, of unstruc-

tured and structured P2P systems is presented in Figure 2.5.
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Unstructured P2P
discovery: no guarantee for quality and performance per default;

distribution and discovery algorithms needed to ensure
scalability

lookup: rich searches, not only based on identifiers
topology: centralized, pure or hybrid
maintenance: adapt well to network changes; single, multiple or no

point(s) of failure
Structured P2P

discovery: guaranteed, predetermined, scalable
lookup: key-based search lacking richness
topology: based on data placement algorithm
maintenance: can be costly and complex, no point of failure

Figure 2.5: Types of P2P Systems

Unstructured P2P Systems

Unstructured P2P systems, categorized to be centralized, pure and hybrid, adapt

well to constant network reorganization. Richer searches than just search by iden-

tifier (key) are supported, e.g. keyword search with regular expressions. Moreover,

searches based on queries, defined in a specific query language, provide even more

richness.

Centralized P2P systems are characterized by using one central entity, e.g. a

central lookup service. The most prominent example is a file-sharing application

called Napster [18]. With Napster it was possible to consume and provide content at

one time. Centralized elements are used because of performance considerations, i.e.

e"cient and e!ective content lookup. However, central entities su!er from exhibiting

a single point of failure as well as being a bottleneck and therefore constraining

robustness and flexibility. Removing the central entity leads to loss of functionality,

i.e. Napster’s service became unavailable just by shutting down the central index

server. Moreover, the processing power (e.g. CPU or memory resources) of the

central entity has to grow proportionally to the number of peers. The topology of

centralized P2P systems forms a star because every peer is connected to the central

entity. This means the central entity has a complete network view, which provides

consistency. Lookup is done in client-server fashion, while retrieval and storage

of content are distributed. Any peer can issue requests to the central entity and

peers owning requested content are returned. The access coordinates of those are

in the reply to the requesting peer, e.g. IP address together with port. Centralized

P2P systems use centralized indexes which simplifies coordination of simultaneous

updates by di!erent peers.
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Pure P2P systems appeared shortly after the introduction of Napster, e.g. in the

first version of Gnutella [77]. In such systems large numbers of peers are distributed

without any central control. The freshness of the information is guaranteed because

nothing is indexed, i.e. lookups are always current and not stale. The first version

of Gnutella, lacked central entities and declared all peers to ‘be equal’. Nevertheless

it died from bottlenecks, caused by the query routing strategy, as the network grew

from incoming Napster refugees.

In pure P2P systems di!erent neighbor selection strategies which form the overlay

topology exist:

• A random graphs is formed if neighbors are chosen more or less randomly.

Random networks can be exactly defined and varied [54].

• A small-world graph is created if most peers are not neighbors of one another,

but most peers can be reached over small number of other peers. Nearly every

peer has the same degree and it is very improbable that a peer with a very

high degree will emerge [2].

• A scale-free graph is produced if some peers have a high degree, although most

peers are of low degree. Scale-free networks have two sides when it comes to

network resilience. If a peer fails at random, it is most likely one with very few

connections, which will not a!ect the performance of the network. However,

if a peer with high degree fails, the network could be strongly a!ected [3].

Hybrid P2P systems contain elements of both, pure and centralized P2P [101]. The

second version of Gnutella, a hybrid P2P system, contained peers that were ‘more

equal than others’ which introduced dynamic central entities. The functionality

that is still centralized is modeled by dynamic central entities. Peers in charge of

the ‘dynamic central’ role are often called super-peers whereas the peers in charge

of the default role are called edge-peers or just peers. Hybrid P2P systems have

better performance than pure systems because lookups can be done more e"ciently

in a centralized manner [101]. The concept of super-peers is used in order to reduce

latency and bandwidth consumption. Hybrid P2P systems create a hierarchy, where

peers are the leafs (the clients) of super-peers, but keep the advantages of pure P2P

systems [53], e.g. self-organization and decentralization. Hybrid P2P systems can

use the same style of routing as pure P2P system but indexing is possible at super-

peers.
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Client-Server
Peer-to-Peer

Unstructured P2P
Centralized P2P Pure P2P Hybrid P2P

Figure 2.6: Topologies of network designs

Structured P2P Systems

Structured P2P systems have desirable characteristics, such as scalability, self-

organization, robustness and flexibility [100]. The most prominent class of ap-

proaches are distributed hash tables (DHT), which provide guaranteed lookups

within predetermined hops. Informed search algorithms, like DHT, are contrary

to uninformed search algorithms (e.g. flooding and random walk algorithm) which

are have no knowledge about data distribution and thus are looking for a needle

in a haystack. DHT schemes used in structured P2P systems are designed to be

e"cient and e!ective while showing high scalability [21]. Lookups are performed as-

sociatively, similar to a hash table in which <key , value> pairs are stored. Assume

a value v to be the decimal representation of a data object with a unique key k as

identifier. A hash function h has a predefined number of slots n and is used to map

the key to the index of a slot in the table where the corresponding value is found,

e.g. k = h(v) = v mod n, v ! N. Nevertheless, h should use a consistent hashing

scheme, providing hash table functionality in a way more or less independent of n

[43]. Thus, addition or removal of one slot does not significantly change the mapping

of keys. Consistent hashing is important for scalable DHT schemes, which may spec-

ify n as the number of peers in the system. Otherwise, maintenance of DHTs can

be complex and costly, i.e. constant network reorganization caused by peers joining

and leaving at random. A structured P2P system forms a key space, where keys are

mapped to peers according an abstract function ". The function "(k1, k2) defines the

distance between two keys and therefore represents a weight function. Each peer p

is assigned with an identifier idp (also a key) and owns all keys k for which "(idp , k)

is the closest distance. A peer has only information about its neighbors, enough to

find the owner of any given key in the key space. The essential property for DHTs

is that for any key k , the peer either owns k or has a neighbor that is closer to k

in the key space. Some well known DHTs are CAN [76], Chord [87], Pastry [78],

Tapestry [104], P-Grid [1].
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CAN [76] maintains a d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space that is dynam-

ically partitioned into many small zones. Each peer p owns a zone (a set of keys) and

a lookup for value v (with key k) is performed by forwarding a request to the neigh-

bor with closest distance ", referred to as key-based routing. Two peers are neighbors

if their zones share a (d-1)-dimensional hyper-plane. A hyper-plane is the dividing

object in d-dimensional spaces, e.g. if d = 3 then a plane separates two zones and the

closest distance " is given as "(idp , k) =
!

(xk " xidp)2 + (yk " yidp)2 + (zk " zidp)2.

Chord [87] uses a one-dimensional circular key space. Each peer p has (1) a

predecessor and successor, which have numerically closest smaller and larger iden-

tifiers and (2) a set of neighbors. A key k is either equal to idp or idp follows k in

the key space. The function " is is given as "(idp , k) =
!

(#x )2. If a key k is not

covered by a peer’s predecessor or successor then a random neighbor is chosen.

Pastry [78] and Tapestry [104] are based on the idea of accessing shared

objects in a distributed environment [71]. Due the large similarity with Pastry,

Tapestry is not further described. Pastry uses a circular key space and wants to

optimize latency of lookups by considering the underlying network. Each peer p

maintains three types of information: (1) leaf set L, (2) routing table R and (3)

neighbor set M [35]. First, L contains l = 2b (typically b = 4) peers, l/2 peers

are predecessors and l/2 peers are successors. Second, in matrix Rb!b
i ,j each column

j contains (i) a peer identifier whose first i " 1 digits (prefix) are equal to those

of idp , but i ’th digit is di!erent or (ii) stays empty. Third, M contains the peer

identifiers of closest peers in respect to network distance. Normally M is not used

for routing, but instead for maintaining locality properties. Pastry considers keys

and their prefixes for routing, referred to as prefix-based routing: (1) If a key k is

within range of L then peer p forwards a request to the numerically closest peer q

where q ! L and "(idq , k) =
!

(#x )2, (2) else, (2.1) if k is not covered by L then R

is used to forward a request to a peer r that shares a common prefix with k by at

least one more digit than peer p, (2.2) if no such peer r exists then peer p forwards

a request to a peer s that shares at least the same prefix with k but is numerically

closer.

P-Grid [1] abstracts a binary search tree, where peers only remain at the leaf

level. The peer identifier idp defines the path, which represents the position of a

peer p in the overall tree. Each peer p is responsible for all keys with the prefix

corresponding to its path. P-Grid uses prefixes in order to perform routing: (1) A

peer p randomly selects a neighbor q , having maximal common prefix with k , and

forwards the request, (2) peer q checks (2.1) if holding requested k or (2.2) continues

with (1).
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A short hash function example concludes this section on structured P2P sys-

tems. Consider four peers P = {A,B ,C ,D} and a simple hash function h pro-

ducing keys. Assume k = h(v) = v mod 41 and identifiers ID = {idA = 6, idB =

20, idC = 10, idD = 2}. Furthermore, a value v = ‘p2p systems’ formed of ASCII

characters converts to v = 7032702073797374656d7316 (hexadecimal) and v =

13563787849466437361398104310 (decimal), producing a key k = h(v) = 16. Let the

function " be "(idp , k) =
!

(#x )2. In that, distances are " = {"(idA, k) = $16" 6$,
"(idB , k) = $16" 20$, "(idC , k) = $16" 10$, "(idC , k) = $16" 2$} = {10, 4, 6, 14}.
A value v (with k = 16) is added to the system and a peer p needs to be deter-

mined. According function ", k is mapped to B , having closest distance (min(")).

The overlay is depicted in Figure 2.7 and means that A has neighbors {C ,D}, B

has neighbor C which has neighbors {A,B ,D}. All peers can be put on a circle (a

clock) like in Chord. Assume a previously added value v (with k = 16) needs to be

discovered by A. Thus, A computes {"(idC , k), "(idD , k)} and forwards the request

to C , being closer to k . C does not own k either and computes {"(idB , k), "(idD , k)}.
C forwards the request to B , being closer to k . B is the owner, responds and discov-

ery succeeds. While this example considers routes in both directions, Chord routes

only clock-wise, i.e. from C to A or D would not be possible. Moreover, all steps

can be proofed using Dijkstra’s algorithm and resulting costs for shortest path, from

A to B , are 10.
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Figure 2.7: Closest Distance in Example Overlay

2.3 Discussion and Summary

The Linda coordination model allows to orthogonally combine inter-process ac-

tions. Linda provides asynchronous communication which normally leads to non-
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deterministic behavior, i.e. multiple executions of a program with the same input

may show di!erent sequences of synchronization events or even di!erent results.

However, because processes synchronize via rd and in operations, nondeterminacy

in tuple spaces only occurs through matching templates. Criticism of Linda, being

at worst ine"cient and at best subject to unpredictable performance, comes from

the simplicity of the model that hides the complexity of the underlying layers used

for communication and data access [103]. On the one hand, tuple spaces are very

powerful because the application design can be greatly simplified, but on the other

hand too much gets hidden and fine-grained control is not possible, e.g. accessing

a process responsible for a given tuple [9]. Also performance and e"ciency consid-

erations may come into play, i.e. greater overhead could be avoided by fine-grained

control.

P2P systems are distributed systems and allow direct communication between

computers without needing intermediaries. Such systems are predestinated to realize

information sharing because they can scale up to millions of peers and billions of

resources. In P2P systems query formulation and routing are significant problems

[13], i.e. lookups are mostly done by specifying keywords and query requests are

not shipped e"ciently. Typically, query routing decisions should be made at run-

time after the requester initiated a query. The owner should be found with scalable

discovery algorithms, i.e. the best and fastest path with as little overhead as possible.

There exist five main Web principles that need to be met by a middleware in

order for its large scale success [27]: (1) interoperability, (2) n:m interactions, (3)

decentralization, (4) openness and (5) dynamicity. These principles make a further

requirement, namely the one for scalability. The main di!erence of current middle-

ware solutions is scale [49], i.e. most systems only consider small scale deployments.

Tuple spaces combined with P2P systems can guarantee the mentioned principles,

allowing a middleware solution to be based on them. The ability of diverse systems

to work together can be guaranteed by applying standard data formats and com-

munication protocols (i.e. interoperability). The communication language in tuple

spaces are tuples and thus this holds trivially if the data model is RDF. Information

can be exchanged following the ‘persistently publish and read’ paradigm, by pub-

lishing it to an arbitrary number of retrievers, who gather and combine information

from various publishers (i.e. n:m interactions). Most tuple space implementations

are using a client-server distribution strategy in which one specific server operates

the complete (single) tuple space that can be accessed by its clients [90]. Central-

ized tuple spaces are far from being fault-tolerant and were not conceived for a

loosely coupled network, such as the Internet. In P2P systems content providers

are not strictly divided from content consumers, as in client-server systems, and
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therefore a high performance (central) server in order to manage its clients is not

needed (i.e. decentralization). Basically, any peer can contribute to the system as a

provider or consumer of information, i.e. contributing is simple and unrestricted for

providers and consumers. P2P systems generally do not constrain peer membership

(i.e. openness). However, there are serious security and trust issues due to the

provided openness and autonomy. All peers can join and leave the network at any

time and therefore such systems imply to cope well with changes (i.e. dynamicity).

In order to apply tuple spaces to the Web, intending to provide a middleware

for open distributed systems, various changes need to be considered, such as (1) data

model, (2) space model, (3) communication/coordination model, (4) templates and

(5) distribution/discovery. It is important to di!erentiate between what is given,

namely state of the art requirements imposed by the comparison of semantic tuple

space approaches (items 1-4), and what needs to solved in order to provide a large

scale deployments (item 5).

The tsc++ architecture will be shown in Chapter 4 and proposes a semantic

tuple space approach that can be situated within the general field of coordination

middleware. Such a middleware is promoted as a possible solution for communi-

cation and coordination on the Semantic Web, providing previously mentioned five

main Web principles and marrying the concepts of tuple spaces with P2P systems.

The tsc++ architecture mostly reuses the concepts of TSC, where architectural in-

sight was gained from the project deliverables [93], e.g. naming and semantics of the

coordination primitives (write, read/query and take) are kept. TSC is seen as the

most light weight approach, considering data, space and communication/coordina-

tion models as well as template types. However, the coordination layer of the TSC

implementation relies on a proprietary and longer available middleware, Coordinated

Shared Data Objects (CORSO) [50] that was not able to scale to a global semantic

space infrastructure. Thus, a new coordination layer based on P2P together with

distribution and discovery algorithms, used for inter-process communication, will be

introduced in Chapter 5.

The changes that are demanded for operating triple spaces on the Web are:

Data model: triples

• The flexible and semi-structured data model is based upon RDF triples, which

are grouped as sets. RDF allows tuples to be in machine-readable and machine-

processable form and is an essential ingredient to the Semantic Web. The

concept of graphs, known from TSC, was dropped because it proved to be

an unneeded abstraction, i.e. RDF graphs are sets of triples. Furthermore,

grouping triples as sets also confirms more to the concepts of Linda which lacks

grouping mechanism aside form simple set containers. An identifier, applied to
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spaces and set containers, gives the possibility to make statements on spaces

and grouped triples, i.e. reification.

Space Model: flat multiple

• The space model allows flat multiple spaces, introducing flexibility rather than

a hierarchy of spaces, i.e. greater diversity, how data is distributed over spaces,

is possible. Spaces are fully distributed, i.e. any triple may reside on any

process.

Communication/Coordination Model: Linda, publish/subscribe

• While most tuple space approaches are based on Linda or the publish/sub-

scribe paradigm, the combination of both exhibits the most advanced decou-

pling of process actions.

Templates: graph patterns and complex queries

• Templates can be formulated as graph patterns and complex queries in a se-

mantic query language and therefore powerful expressiveness is granted. Fur-

thermore, templates may restrict matches by specifying a space or set identi-

fier.

Distribution/Discovery: P2P distribution, discovery algorithms

• The suggested distribution strategy is based on P2P. Communication and coor-

dination demands scalable distribution and discovery algorithms because fully

distributed spaces pose particular problems for template matching, i.e. in that

many processes may be required to participate in a matching operation.
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3

Distribution and Discovery

Algorithms

The distributed triple space middleware which will be shown in Chapter 5 requires

scalable distribution and discovery algorithms. The implementation applies an un-

structured P2P distribution strategy, using these algorithms, in order to realize a

global triple space infrastructure. The evaluation of the di!erent algorithms will be

shown in Chapter 6.

3.1 Overview

In unstructured P2P systems locating data is about finding a path from a source

peer to a destination peer, i.e. a requester searches for an owner of requested data.

A search for data is specified via a query and is a precise request for data to be

retrieved. Distribution and discovery algorithms provide a lookup service for find-

ing such paths, i.e. a query indicates what is sought, a path how to get there and

an address where it is. The key to scalable algorithms in unstructured P2P sys-

tems is to cover the right number of peers as fast and with as least overhead as

possible [57], i.e. ensure low latency and bandwidth consumption. While reaching

the required peer, measurements important to distribution and discovery algorithms

are: number of hops, number of messages, and size of each message. Once a peer

is discovered or is fortunately known it can be directly addressed, i.e. a locating

an owner via distribution and discovery algorithms is seen as indirect addressing.

Direct addressing is more e"cient in the sense of being faster concerning latency

while consuming fewer bandwidth. However, addresses in unstructured P2P systems

are not associated with relevant data as in their structured derivation. The selected

distribution and discovery algorithms allow complete and partial data retrieval as

well as a notification mechanism.
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There exist two di!erent models for exchanging data between participating

processes: the pull and the push model. The newspaper metaphor illustrates these

models – either retrieve a newspaper every morning (pull) or subscribe once to

automatically receive it (push) [60]. Both models have advantages and limitations.

While the pull model cannot approach event-like information, the push model cannot

handle continuous information, e.g. retrieving any newspaper article vs. receiving

the newest one. The pull model is based on the request/response paradigm. While

a requester initiates a request and awaits a response, an owner, holding requested

content, will respond. This is equivalent to a requester ‘pulling’ data form an owner.

The push model, in contrast, is settled upon the publish/subscribe paradigm. This

functionally is equivalent to a publisher ‘pushing’ data to all relevant subscribers.

Well known distribution and discovery algorithms are flooding, random walk and

publish/subscribe and will be explained here further. While flooding and random

walk algorithms follow the pull model, the publish/subscribe algorithm pursues the

push model.

3.2 Flooding Algorithm

Flooding, referred to as breadth-first search, is a simple algorithm that is widely

used for looking up data. The common way is: (i) A peer pi submits a query to all

its neighbors, (ii) each peer receiving a query possibly answers the requester pi and

propagates it further to its neighbors (except the source peer and the requester pi)

and (iii) step (ii) is continued until a stop condition occurs. A stop condition occurs if

the query’s time-to-live (TTL) expired which avoids infinitely circulating messages,

i.e. used to constrain the search horizon. A time-to-live (TTL) value stores the

number peers a message is forwarded in the network. This value is decremented at

every peer before it is forwarded again. If a TTL value reaches zero the message

is not forwarded any further. Without limiting the number of hops (TTL = %) a

query is shipped to all peers, exploring all possible links between them. If a TTL

is specified, flooding is controlled. Flooding is e!ective for finding highly replicated

data but ine!ective for locating rare data [57]. An obvious technique to lookup rare

data is to increase the search horizon by using a higher TTL. This can improve

query recall but will increase the number of messages sent, i.e. those will grow

exponentially as the TTL grows. Choosing the appropriate TTL is challenging, but

if an initial TTL value is not set high enough queries will inherently fail. Flooding is

attractive in small sparse networks but not for dense ones [38]. In a sparse network

the number of connections per peer is either constant or grows very slowly with the

number of peers in the system. A dense network shows the bad scaling behavior
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of flooding compared to random walk which will be indicated by the example in

Appendix A.5.1.

The flooding mechanism can be blind or selective and is an uninformed search

algorithm [16]. A blind flooding mechanism is reliable through communication

redundancy, but is expensive in terms of bandwidth consumption. While a query

from a requester may only be answered at one owner, it has to be sent to every peer

in the network. Thus, blind flooding is wasteful because of more messages are used

to propagate a query than actually needed. Queries can also become duplicated

while being propagated which will further increase the number of messages trans-

ferred. Duplicate queries are pure overhead and do not improve query recall [58].

Nevertheless, a unique query ID avoids cycles and thus duplication because any peer

that previously received a query having the same ID will discard it as a redundant

query. A selective flooding mechanism propagates a query only to a subset of

neighbors. The selection of peers is taken locally with limited knowledge, e.g. select

m random neighbors out of d possible choices. Selective flooding is more e"cient

compared to blind flooding in the sense that the number of messages is drastically

reduced. However, the e!ectiveness depends on the ‘right’ selection of peers at each

propagation step which is the crucial point in selective flooding. A good strategy,

which chooses only peers that are hopefully capable of satisfying a query, guarantees

no loss of query success [16].

Assume, the number of peers is N , each peer pi has degree di (the number

of neighbors of pi), the total degree is D =
"N

i=1 di and the the average degree is

d = D/N . Let Dl(i) be the set of peers at distance at most l hops away from pi .

Imagine a peer pi initiates a controlled blind flooding search (with TTL = l + 1).

The requester pi submits a query message to approximately d neighbors, each being

propagated l times. Therefore, the expected number of messages produced is at

least | Dl(i) | |Dl (i)|
N d [42]. Assume each peer only propagates a query message to a

randomly chosen subset of neighbors, of size d
m where m is suitably chosen (controlled

selective flooding). If | Dl(i) | is smaller than N
2 , then the number of messages is

( d
m )

l
and the expected number of peers visited by controlled selective flooding is

at least 1
2(

d
m )l [42]. A short example showing the expected number of messages

produced by controlled blind flooding is provided in Appendix A.5.1 where i = 1,

l = 6, Dl(i) = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, | Dl(i) | = 9, d = 9, N = 10 gives 48.6.

3.3 Random Walk Algorithm

A random walk, referred to as depth-first search, is the process of visiting peers

in some sequential random order and also an uninformed search algorithm. The
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common way is: (i) A peer pi submits a query to a random neighbor, (ii) the peer

receiving a query possibly answers the requester pi and propagates it further to a

neighbor (except the source peer and the requester pi) and (iii) step (ii) is continued

until a stop condition occurs. In order to terminate walks, similar to flooding, a

TTL is used, i.e. before walking to the next peer the TTL value must be greater

than zero. However, the selection of the TTL value runs into the same issues as in

flooding. A random walk equals selective flooding, with a randomly chosen subset of

neighbors of size one ( d
m = 1), but the overall behavior changes if multiple random

walks are applied.

A random walk, compared to flooding, cuts down the number of messages sig-

nificantly. However, this e"ciency comes at a price, as one of the major problems

with random walks is latency [57]. No steps are performed in parallel and thus the

latency of a single random walk is proportional to the number of hops. However,

random walks are inherently suitable for running in parallel. To reduce the latency

the number of random walks is increased. With k -random walks the latency is ex-

pected to be cut down by a factor of k , i.e. data items are expected to be located

faster. Moreover, the expectation is that k -random walks after l steps reach the

same number of peers as a single random walk after kl steps [58]. The probability

of all k -random walks taking the same path decreases exponentially as the length

of the path increases [83], i.e. with a high TTL it is unlikely for two distinct walks

to visit the same sequence of peers twice. The downside of multiple random walks

is an increase in bandwidth consumption. While uncontrolled flooding achieves full

network coverage, estimating the e!ectiveness of random walks is di"cult [83]. Not

all peers will be covered while forwarding a query and therefore the owner might

not be discovered. Moreover, consider a network containing two densely connected

regions of peers and only a few links exist between those two regions. In such a

case, if a random walk is in the first dense region, there is a very low probability

of reaching the second dense region [83]. Using multiple random walks increases

the probability of successfully reaching the second region, but the problem is not

eliminated, i.e. although clusters are interconnected a random walk might not reach

a second cluster.

There exist some undesirable e!ects of random walks, like visiting a peer more

than once, or moving in the ‘wrong’ direction [6]. A random walk only needs a

connected neighbor in order to propagate a query and avoiding previously visited

peers can improve the e!ectiveness of random walks [58]. A list of already visited

peers, shipped together with the query, avoids duplication and allows to choose a

unique peer at each step, i.e. before propagating a query further on, a peer adds

itself to the list. This cuts down the maximal path length and thus latency because
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no peer may be revisited and results can be obtained faster. Although the length of

a walk decreases because of such self-avoidance, the bandwidth consumption scales

linearly with the size of the list. Assume, the number of peers is N , each peer pi

has degree di (the number of neighbors of pi) and the total degree is D =
"N

i=1 di .

Imagine a peer pi submits a query that is satisfied at a particular peer pk . Of course,

only after a successful lookup pk is known. The lookup process can be modeled as

a Markov chain [23]. Each state in the Markov chain represents a peer and the

transitions between sates express a query being propagated from one peer to one

of its neighbors. The probability of transitioning from pi to pj is 1/di if pi and pj

are neighbors and 0 otherwise. The Markov chain model tells that if a network is

connected (there is path between every pair of peers) and non-bipartite (the set of

all peers cannot be partitioned into two pairwise disjoint independent subsets), then

the expected number of hops for a query to reach peer pk is D/dk [65]. A short

example showing the expected number of hops is provided in Appendix A.5.1 where

i = 1, k = 10, dk = 5, D = 60 gives 12.

3.4 Publish/Subscribe Algorithm

The publish/subscribe paradigm is an event-driven approach where publishers with-

out the knowledge of what (if any) subscribers there maybe, generate events. Sub-

scribers declare interest to particular types of events, through one or more continuous

queries (subscriptions), and will be notified (callback) if the matching of events to

subscriptions is positive [29]. For instance, an auction service may match the in-

terests of buyers (subscribers) to the available goods of sellers (publishers), i.e. a

subscriber will be notified that a good became available if it belongs to its set of all

interesting goods.

A publish/subscribe interaction relies on an event notification service which pro-

vides management of subscriptions and delivery of events. The event notification

service can be seen as a broker between publishers, producing events, and sub-

scribers, consuming events. Subscribers call a subscribe(query) operation in order

to register their interest in events through a query and a subscription gets asso-

ciated on the event service. Publishers call a publish(data) operation to generate

events and the event service propagates events to all relevant subscribers, i.e. data

is automatically mapped to corresponding events. Publishers call a advertise(query)

operation to announce potential future events and an advertisement gets associated

on the event service, i.e. meant as a goodwill operation or if automatic mapping is

not possible.

There exist two types of publish-subscribe systems, referred to as being (i) topic-
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based and (ii) content-based, which di!er in the way subscribers define their interests

[26]. In topic-based publish-subscribe systems events are structured based on a

fixed set of topics and subscribers receive all events under a particular topic because

filtering is impossible. In content-based publish-subscribe systems subscriptions

are multidimensional without needing predefined topics, i.e. complex queries in a

query language grant powerful expressiveness. Therefore, subscriptions can be fine

grained and are more flexible because events are no longer divided into di!erent

topics.

Publish-subscribe systems are either centralized or distributed [26]. In a cen-

tralized approach, a unique broker manages all subscriptions and matches subscrip-

tion upon events. Centralized publish-subscribe systems have an inherent scalability

problem as the number of events and subscriptions increases [105]. In a distributed

approach a set of brokers is used and each broker is responsible for a part of the

subscriptions. Any broker, upon receiving an event, will forward it to all other bro-

kers in the system and each broker notifies its relevant subscribers. However, this

is ine"cient if many brokers have no relevant subscribers, i.e. the most part of the

subscriptions is managed by only a few out of all brokers. A better way would be to

determine the responsible brokers before propagating events further on [7]. An event

is only shipped to selective neighboring brokers instead of all ones. The selection

of the ‘right’ brokers for a given event is important in order to guarantee e"ciency

and e!ectiveness. The event shipping mechanism can apply a DHT when requested

to determine a relevant broker.
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4

tsc++ Architecture

The tsc++ architecture represents an abstraction of an infrastructure that deliv-

ers the core functionality for distributed triple spaces. The functionality of the

infrastructure is described using a formal specification and use cases. The tsc++

prototype, a distributed triple space middleware, realizes such an infrastructure and

will be shown in Chapter 5.

4.1 Conceptual Model

The triple space paradigm extends Linda tuple spaces in order to realize a possible

solution for communication and coordination on the Semantic Web. A triple space

contains data as sets of triples and participating processes publish, retrieve, retract,

advertise or subscribe sets of triples to and from a triple space in order to commu-

nicate and coordinate. A triple space can be spanned by one or multiple member

processes which support and maintain a single space. All triple space operations are

performed against a certain triple space known by a triple space identifier.

The following terms and concepts are used: (1) Triple Space, (2) triple space, (3)

triple space primitives, (4) triple, (5) template, (6) Triple Space API, (7) Triple Space

kernel and (8) identifier.

1. The Triple Space (TS) is the infrastructure, in which all triple spaces re-

side. The di!erence between one triple space and the Triple Space is similar to the

di!erence between a single Web site and the WWW.

2. A triple space is an extension of the original tuple space concept. Furthermore,

each space is associated with a unique space identifier and accessed via the TS API

functions.

3. The triple space primitives, as part of the TS API, operate over a named

triple space and allow to publish, retrieve and retract triples.
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4. A triple is a 3-tuple, corresponding to the subject, predicate and object of an

RDF statement. A set of triples is associated with a unique set identifier.

5. A template is used to locate matching triples in a triple space. A triple space

supports templates with di!erent degrees of complexity, in ascending order specified

by triple patterns, graph patterns and complex queries defined in semantic query

languages.

6. A Triple Space kernel (TS kernel) is a set of components, consisting of

the Operation, Coordination and Data Access Component (see Section 4.2). A TS

kernel instance, simply referred to as a participating process, communicates and

coordinates over multiple triple spaces by using TS API functions.

7. The Triple Space API (TS API) is (i) based upon the triple space primitives,

(ii) supports publish/subscribe interactions and (iii) provides management of triple

spaces.

8. An identifier follows the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) scheme and uses

the uno"cial protocol prefix tsc://, which is open to be defined (if needed). The

URI scheme tsc://&triple-space'/&set-of-triples' refers to a set of triples within a triple

space. While a triple space identifier follows the general &host'[:&port']&path' format,

a set identifier is defined by a random Universally Unique Identifier (UUID), e.g.

URI scheme tsc://www.example.com/space/178b8c6b-cf3d-4055-914b-9227b159e0cf

refers to a set of triples known by the triple space identifier tsc://www.example.com/

space/ and the set identifier 178b8c6b-cf3d-4055-914b-9227b159e0cf.

4.1.1 Data and Space Model

The chosen data model for Triple Space data is RDF, which provides a simple graph

data model in order to represent resources and their relationships. RDF is about

making statements and the underlying structure are triples. A triple asserts an

relation between the subject and object, which is indicated by the predicate. RDF

statements are the core model for representing knowledge on the Semantic Web [89].

Moreover, by combining ontologies and inference rules new semantic knowledge is

produced from existing one. Thus, built-in reasoning facilities are ideally suited for

triple spaces.

While Linda is based on a single centralized space, the chosen space model for

Triple Space data are multiple flat spaces, which are fully distributed, i.e. any triple

may reside on any process in a space. Multiple fully distributed spaces are needed

because it is insu"cient and inappropriate to have only a single triple space, i.e. a

single centralized space is a single point of failure as well as a bottleneck. Moreover,
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multiple spaces allow data and processes to partition among spaces. The triple space

primitives are developed to minimize the communication load on a single space by

using e"cient and e!ective distribution and discovery algorithms. Multiple fully

distributed triple spaces are conceived to support scalability.

4.2 Components

The Operation Component (OPC), as an entry point to supported functionalities,

abstracts from the underlying implementation details. All interactions between a

triple space and its participants are carried over this component. Furthermore, it

provides access interfaces to di!erent supported operations:

• Coordination Component (COC) provides the Coordination API (CAPI)

and the the Management API (MAPI)

• Data Access Component (DAC) supplies the Data Access API (DAPI)

The TS API is split up into two parts: the Coordination API, providing communica-

tion and coordination functions and the Management API, supporting management

functions, i.e. CAPI + MAPI = TSAPI . While the Coordination Component pro-

vides inter-process actions, the Data Access Component o!ers intra-process actions,

i.e. communication and coordination among multiple processes vs. hidden com-

munication within the components of a single process. Components are di!erently

involved in the execution of a certain operation.

Data Source 

Data Acces Component 

Data Access API 

Coordination Component 

Operation Component 

Triple Space API 

Figure 4.1: Component Architecture

4.2.1 Operations

There exist two di!erent types of component operations: local and remote. While

DAPI functions manage local space data, CAPI and MAPI functions are performed

over remotely distributed spaces, i.e. intra-process actions (local individual activi-

ties) vs. inter-process actions (remote group activities).
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• If data needs to be (i) stored, (ii) loaded or (iii) removed to and from a data

source, then the OPC will forward the request to the DAC, calling DAPI

functions.

• If data needs to be (i) published, (ii) retrieved, (iii) retracted or (iv) adver-

tised/subscribed to and from a space, then the OPC will forward the request

to the COC, calling CAPI functions.

• If spaces need to be administrated, then the OPC will forward the request to

the COC, calling MAPI functions.

While the execution of a local operation is quite simply because only a single process

is involved, the execution of a remote operation is more complex. Complexity is

introduced by various interactions that occur between the distributed components

and since spaces are fully distributed, remote operations span over multiple processes

to reach their goals.

4.2.2 Coordination API

The Coordination API (CAPI) is used for communication and coordination in Triple

Space. The CAPI consists of the following functions: (1) write, (2) read/query, (3)

take and (4) advertise/subscribe.

1. Publishing triples to the triple space is done by the write operation and the exe-

cuting process (publisher) continues immediately afterwards. The write(Set<Triple>

triples, URI space) operation returns a URI graph and writes a set of triples to the

space. While the space identifier URI space defines a reference to a triple space, the

set identifier URI graph represents a reference to a set of triples.

2. Retrieving triples from the triple space is done by the (i) read and (ii) query

operation and the executing process blocks (for a timeout period) until a match oc-

curs before further going on. The read(URI graph, URI space, Timeout t) operation

returns a Set<Triple> triples and retrieves triples from the space, grouped by the

same set identifier, i.e. yields triples published together by the write operation. The

read(Template tp, URI space, Timeout t) operation returns a Set<Triple> triples

and retrieves triples from the space by matching them against a template. The

match is a set of triples within the same set identifier, i.e. yields a single matched

triple together with any triple grouped by the same set identifier. If a matching

triple is not found, then the requesting process suspends for a timeout period and

the null object is returned. The query(Template tp, URI space, Timeout t) opera-

tion returns a Set<Triple> triples and retrieves triples from the space by matching
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them against a template. The match may be a set of triples within di!erent set

identifiers, i.e. yields only matching triples without considering their set identifiers.

If a matching triple is not found, then the requesting process suspends for a timeout

period and the empty set is returned. A short example showing the semantics of the

read and query operation while matching templates is provided in Appendix A.5.2.

3. Retracting triples from the triple space is done by the take operation, which

performs a destructive retrieval. The take(URI graph, URI space, Timeout t) oper-

ation returns a Set<Triple> triples and destructively reads triples from the space

after matching their set identifiers, i.e. performs a destructive read operation. The

take(Template tp, URI space, Timeout t) operation returns a Set<Triple> triples

and destructively reads triples from the space after matching them against a tem-

plate.

4. Advertising/Subscribing triples to and from the triple space is done by the

(i) subscribe, (ii) unsubscribe, (iii) advertise and (iv) unadvertise operation. The

subscribe(Template tp, Callback c, URI space) operation returns a URI subscription

and declares interest to (matching) triples in the space by specifying a template.

The executing process (subscriber) will be notified (callback) if a template equal to

the subscribed one is or was advertised. After receiving a notification, a subscriber

knows that triples matching the template exist and and can be retrieved. The un-

subscribe(URI subscription, URI space) operation returns a void and cancels the

subscription, if it exists, in the space. The advertise(Template tp, URI space) op-

eration returns a URI advertisement and declares availability of (matching) triples

in the space by specifying a template. A callback to each subscriber si is fired, if

si subscribed to a template that is equal to the advertised template of the execut-

ing process (advertiser). The unadvertise(URI advertisement, URI space) operation

returns a void and cancels the advertisement, if it exists, in the space.

4.2.3 Management API

The Management API (MAPI) provides the administration of triple spaces and is

used for installing and maintaining Triple Space. The MAPI consists of the following

functions: (1) create, (2) join, (3) leave and (4) get. Administration is a separate

privilege and does not belong to the public TS API.

1. Creating a new triple space is done by the create operation. As long as no other

processes have joined the triple space, the executing process (creator) is the only

process in the space. After being successfully created, a space becomes accessible

and the TS API functions can be applied. The create(URI space) operation returns
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a void and creates a triple space, if it does not already exist.

2. Joining a triple space is done by the join operation and the executing process

becomes part of the space (permanent join), i.e. collaborating with other member

processes in order to support and maintain a single space. A space is fully distributed

and formed by multiple member processes with their local space data. A process

wanting to perform triple space primitives does not need to become part of a space

(temporary join), i.e. no need to collaborate others with other member processes and

keep local space data. As long as being joined, triple space operations performed by

other processes are permanently answered and further propagated to other member

processes. The join(URI space) operation returns a void and joins the space, if it

exists and is not already joined.

3. Leaving a triple space is done by the leave operation and the executing process

(member) exits a space and stops collaborating. The member process, while leaving,

removes its local space data. However, a leaving process can select a random member

process to send its data to, avoiding loss of data. The leave(URI space) operation

returns a void and leaves the space identified by an URI, if it was previously joined.

4. Getting all triple spaces being part of is done by the get operation. The get()

operation returns a Set<URI> spaces.

4.2.4 Data Access API

The Data Access API (DAPI) provides persistent management of data and supports

template matching. The DAPI consists of the following functions: (1) store, (2) load,

and (3) remove. Data access is abstracted, giving no knowledge of the data source.

Thus, data sources are interchangeable and replaceable as long as the same interface

is provided. The DAPI is hidden and not part of the TS API.

1. Storing triples is done by the store operation. The store(Set<Triple> triples,

URI space) operation returns a URI graph and stores a set of triples with an asso-

ciated space and set identifier to the data source.

2. Loading triples is done by the load operation. The load(URI graph, URI space)

operation returns a Set<Triple> triples and loads all triples grouped by the same

space and set identifier from the data source. The load(Template tp, URI space)

operation returns a Set<Triple> triples and loads all matching triples grouped by

the same space identifier from the data source.

3. Removing triples is done by the remove operation. The remove(URI graph,

URI space) operation returns a Set<Triple> triples and removes all triples grouped
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by the same space and set identifier from the data source. The remove(Template tp,

URI space) operation returns a Set<Triple> triples and removes a single matched

triple together with any triple grouped by the same space and set identifier from the

data source.

4.3 Formal Specification

The specification defines the triple space coordination model formally. A coordina-

tion model, as previously shown, is based upon three di!erent aspects: coordina-

tion laws, coordination media and coordination entities. The coordination laws are

expressed in terms of the communication language, a set of triples, and the coor-

dination language, the triple space primitives. The definition of triples, templates

and the triple space primitives forms the ground of the specification. However, only

triple pattern matching was formally defined in the specification. Triple pattern

matching is the fundamental building block of any query engine and shows lowest

complexity, i.e. more expressiveness, as with graph patterns and complex queries,

comes at the price of a more complex specification. The coordination media, a triple

space, and its coordination laws will be formally defined. The coordination entities,

the participating processes, stay unspecified because the animation of the specifica-

tion contains only a single process and a triple space in order to present the behavior

of a triple space on the data level. Avoiding unneeded complexity helps to under-

stand this behavior more easily. However, because the coordination entities stays

unspecified the specification of the coordination language lacks the synchronization

of processes operating on the triple space, i.e. retrieval primitives are non-blocking,

contrary to Linda.

The Z notation [86], a formal specification language based on set theory and

first-order logic, was used to describe and model a single triple space system. A short

introduction to Z and all symbol definitions used by the specification is found in

Appendix A.3. Moreover, a good overview on Z is provided by [40]. The tools ZETA

[36] and JAZA [94] were applied for type-checking and animating the specification

which is shown in detail in Appendix A.3.2. In order to provide a good understanding

an informal description will be also given.
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Typical questions posed during the specification process are:

Q: What sets are needed for the specification?

A: The set of identifiers defines possible references to sets of triples. A triple

is a sequence of fields and each field is a sequence of values, e.g. a triple

<‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’> is represented as <(1, (1, ‘a’)), (2, (1, ‘b’)), (3, (1, ‘c’))>.

[IDENTIFIER,VALUE ]

FIELD == seqVALUE

TRIPLE == seqFIELD

TEMPLATE == seqFIELD

Q: How to specify a triple space?

A: A triple space holds binary relations, specified by the tuple (identifier,

triple). A set of triples is associated with a set identifier. A triple space

keeps a set of fresh identifiers. Newly added triples are assigned with a

unique set identifier.

Triplespace

ids : IDENTIFIER ( TRIPLE

newids : P IDENTIFIER

dom ids ) newids = *

Q: What initial state is required for a triple space?

A: A triple space holds no triples at the beginning. The set of fresh identifiers

contains all possible values.

InitTriplespace

Triplespace

ids = *
newids = IDENTIFIER

Q: What is the e!ect of a write operation?

A: A set of triples is written to the triple space if the input is valid. A fresh

set identifier is issued. Each triple needs to have subject, predicate and

object fields specified. The triple space removes the set identifier from

the set of fresh identifiers.
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Write

#Triplespace

triples? : F TRIPLE

id ! : IDENTIFIER

triples? += *
id ! ! newids

ids " = ids , {t : TRIPLE | (t ! triples?) - (#t = 3)

- (t(1) += * - t(2) += * - t(3) += *) • id ! ./ t}
newids " = newids \ {id !}

Q: What is the e!ect of a read by template operation?

A: A set of triples is read from the triple space if the template is valid.

The function match yields a matching triple. A set identifier is selected

which points to the triple. The identifier is used to retrieve all other

triples associated with the same set identifier.

ReadTemplate

$Triplespace

tp? : TEMPLATE

id ! : IDENTIFIER

triple! : TRIPLE

triples ! : F TRIPLE

#tp? = 3

triple! ! {t : TRIPLE | (t ! ran ids) - (match(tp?, t) += *) • t}
id ! ! dom(ids ! {triple!})
triples ! = ran({id !} " ids)

Q: What is the e!ect of a query by template operation?

A: A set of triples is read from the triple space if the template is valid. The

function match yields all matching triples. All triples associated with

di!erent set identifiers are considered.
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QueryTemplate

$Triplespace

tp? : TEMPLATE

triples ! : F TRIPLE

#tp? = 3

triples ! = {t : TRIPLE | (t ! ran ids) - (match(tp?, t) += *) • t}

Q: What is the e!ect of a read by identifier operation?

A: A set of triples is read from the triple space if the set identifier is valid.

The triple space yields all triples associated with the same set identifier.

ReadIdentifier

$Triplespace

id? : IDENTIFIER

triples ! : F TRIPLE

id? ! dom ids

triples ! = ran({id?} " ids)

Q: What is the e!ect of a take by template operation?

A: A set of triples is taken from the triple space if the template is valid.

The function match yields a matching triple. A set identifier is selected

which points to the triple. The identifier is used to take all other triples

associated with the same set identifier.

TakeTemplate

#Triplespace

tp? : TEMPLATE

id ! : IDENTIFIER

triple! : TRIPLE

triples ! : F TRIPLE

#tp? = 3

triple! ! {t : TRIPLE | (t ! ran ids) - (match(tp?, t) += *) • t}
id ! ! dom(ids ! {triple!})
triples ! = ran({id !} " ids)

ids " = {id !}"" ids

newids " = newids , {id !}
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Q: What is the e!ect of a take by identifier operation?

A: A set of triples is taken from the triple space if the set identifier is valid.

The triple space yields all triples associated with the same set identi-

fier. The triple space removes the triples. The triple space adds the set

identifier to the set of fresh identifiers.

TakeIdentifier

#Triplespace

id? : IDENTIFIER

triples ! : F TRIPLE

id? ! dom ids

triples ! = ran({id?} " ids)

ids " = {id?}"" ids

newids " = newids , {id?}

Q: How is triple pattern matching specified?

A: A template in triple pattern is matched against a triple by comparing

their fields. If one of the eight cases holds the triple matches the template.

match : (TEMPLATE 0 TRIPLE ) / TRIPLE

1 tp : TEMPLATE ; t : TRIPLE • match(tp, t) = t 2
((tp(1) = * - tp(2) = * - tp(3) = *) 3
(tp(1) = * - tp(2) = * - tp(3) = t(3)) 3
(tp(1) = * - tp(2) = t(2) - tp(3) = *) 3
(tp(1) = * - tp(2) = t(2) - tp(3) = t(3)) 3
(tp(1) = t(1) - tp(2) = * - tp(3) = *) 3
(tp(1) = t(1) - tp(2) = * - tp(3) = t(3)) 3
(tp(1) = t(1) - tp(2) = t(2) - tp(3) = *) 3
(tp(1) = t(1) - tp(2) = t(2) - tp(3) = t(3)))

4.4 Use Cases

A representative set of use cases (UC) can be considered architecturally significant

[59]. The following use cases capture the functional requirements of the Triple Space

infrastructure and are described in terms of the actors, the initiators of the system

interactions. Depending on the operation, a process may continue immediately or

suspend for a timeout period. An operation, if executed as envisioned returns,
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else an exception is raised. Possible variations include exceptions which will be

characterized at level of implementation in Section 5.4.

Typical questions posed during use case modeling are:

Q: How are triples published to a triple space?

A: Triples are published to the triple space by the executing process (pub-

lisher) m0. Other member processes in the triple space (Mspace =

{m1 . . .mn}) are not a!ected, since each space is fully distributed and

write is a local operation.

UC: Publish triples

Signature CAPI/write(Set<Triple> triples, URI space)

Includes UC: Store triples

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be published

Postconditions Data is published to the triple space

Steps 1. DACm0 is notified to store data, which returns

OPCm0 a set identifier

Variations Publishing data failed

Q: How are triples retrieved from a triple space?

A: Triples are retrieved from other member processes in the triple space

(Mspace = {m1 . . .mn}) by the executing process (retriever) m0.

UC: Retrieve triples

Signature CAPI/read/query(Template tp, URI space, Time t)

Includes UC: Load triples

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be retrieved

Postconditions Data is retrieved from the triple space

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to retrieve data

2. COCm1 . . .COCmn is notified to retrieve data,

hand over request to their OPC, which returns

COCm0 a set of triples

3. DACm0 is notified to load data, which returns

COCm0 a set of triples

4. COCm0 blocks in the length of time if no

results exist or returns a set of triples,

a selection (CAPI/read()) or a combination

(CAPI/query()) of n+1 possible ones, to OPCm0 .

Variations Retrieving data failed
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Q: How are triples retracted from a triple space?

A: Triples are retracted from other member processes in the triple space

(Mspace = {m1 . . .mn}) by the executing process (retractor) m0.

UC: Retract triples

Signature CAPI/take(Template tp, URI space, Time t)

Includes UC: Remove triples

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be retracted

Postconditions Data is retracted from the triple space

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to retract data

2. COCm1 . . .COCmn is notified to retract data, hand

over request to their OPC, which returns COCm0

a set of triples

3. DACm0 is notified to remove data, which returns

COCm0 a set of triples

4. COCm0 blocks in the length of time if no results

exist or returns a set of triples, a selection of n +1

possible ones, to OPCm0 .

Variations Retracting data failed

Q: How are triples subscribed in a triple space?

A: Triples are subscribed from other member processes (publishers) in the

triple space (Mspace = {m1 . . .mn}) by the executing process (subscriber)

m0.

UC: Subscribe triples

Signature CAPI/subscribe(Template tp, Callback c, URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be subscribed

Postconditions Matching data is subscribed from the triple space

through the template

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to subscribe to data

2. COCm0 stores the template subscription and re-

turns OPCm0 a subscription identifier

Variations Subscribing data failed

Q: How are triples advertised in a triple space?

A: Triples are advertised to other member processes (subscribers) in the

triple space (Mspace = {m1 . . .mn}) by the executing process (advertiser)

m0.
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UC: Advertise triples

Signature CAPI/advertise(Template tp, URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be advertised

Postconditions Matching data is advertised to the triple space

through the template

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to advertise data

2. COCm1 . . .COCmn is notified and fires a callback,

if the advertised template equals a perviously sub-

scribed one

3. COCm0 stores the template advertisement and re-

turns OPCm0 an advertisement identifier

Variations Advertising data failed

Q: How is a triple space created?

A: A triple space is created by the executing process (creator) m0. The pro-

cess m0 automatically joins the triple space, becoming its first member.

Newly joining processes become members themselves. A triple space is

accessible as long as at least one member exists.

UC: Create triple space

Signature MAPI/create(URI space)

Includes UC: Join triple space

Preconditions OPCm0 requests triple space to be created

Postconditions Triple space is created

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to create the triple space

2. COCm0 adds the new triple space to the TS in-

frastructure and automatically joins it

Variations Creating triple space failed

Q: How is a triple space joined?

A: A triple space is joined by the executing process (nonmember) m0.

The process m0 discovers a number of member processes (Mspace =

{m1 . . .mn}) in the triple space and joins the triple space by connect-

ing to at least one process mi ! Mspace . All triple space members are

interconnected. After joining, the process m0 becomes part of the triple

space, i.e. Mspace = Mspace , {m0}.
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UC: Join triple space

Signature MAPI/join(URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests triple space to be joined

Postconditions Triple space is joined

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to join the triple space

2. COCm1 . . .COCmn is notified to add a process m0

as a member, returns COCm0 an acknowledgment

3. DACm0 is notified to create a local triple space

Variations Joining triple space failed

Q: How is a triple space left?

A: A triple space is left by the executing process (member) m0. The process

m0 leaves the triple space by disconnecting from all connected processes

mi ! Mspace . After leaving, the process m0 is no longer part of the triple

space, i.e. Mspace = Mspace ) {m0}.

UC: Leave triple space

Signature MAPI/leave(URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests triple space to be left

Postconditions Triple space is left

Steps 1. COCm0 is notified to leave the triple space

2. COCm1 . . .COCmn is notified to remove a member

process m0, which returns COCm0 an acknowledg-

ment

3. COCm0 selects a random COCmi where i !
{1 . . . n} to send its local triple space data to,

avoiding loss of data

4. DACm0 is notified to remove a local triple space

Variations Leaving joined triple space failed
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Q: How are triples stored to the local data source?

A: Triples are stored and associated with the space and set identifier.

UC: Store triples

Signature DAPI/store(Set<Triple> triples, URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be stored

Postconditions Data is added to the data source

Steps 1. DACm0 is notified to store data.

2. DACm0 adds the new data to the underlying data

source and creates a set identifier.

3. DACm0 returns a set identifier to OPCm0 .

Variations Storing data failed

Q: How are triples loaded from the local data source?

A: Triples are loaded by performing template matching.

UC: Load triples

Signature DAPI/load(Template tp, URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be loaded

Postconditions Data is loaded from the data source

Steps 1. DACm0 is notified to load data

2. DACm0 evaluates the template and yields match-

ing data from the underlying data source

3. DACm0 returns matching data to OPCm0

Variations Loading data failed

Q: How are triples removed from the local data source?

A: Triples are destructively loaded.

UC: Remove triples

Signature DAPI/remove(Template tp, URI space)

Preconditions OPCm0 requests data to be removed

Postconditions Data is removed from the data source

Steps 1. DACm0 is notified to remove data

2. DACm0 evaluates the template and deletes match-

ing data from the underlying data source

3. DACm0 returns matching data to OPCm0

Variations Removing data failed
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5

tsc++ Prototype

The tsc++ prototype, according to the architecture from Chapter 4, realizes the

Triple Space infrastructure. It delivers an open and fully distributed triple space

middleware and aims for large scale deployment. The evaluation in Chapter 6 will

validate that the implementation achieves a scalable Triple Space realization. Ad-

ditionally, a user guide, providing operating instructions, is found in the Appendix

A.6.

5.1 Operation Component

The Operation Component, as defined in Section 4.2, exposes the TS API func-

tionality. The Operation Component acts as a queue that holds TS API function

requests and applies threads for processing them. There are two ways for executing

requests using threads. Requests can be executed sequentially in a single thread

or in multiple threads. Serious limitations are that the sequential approach su!ers

from poor throughput whereas the thread per request approach su!ers from poor

resource management. The Operation Component applies a thread pool to solve

this problem. The thread pool contains a task scheduler that triggers requests at

specified schedules and reports the completion and, possibly, the result of them.

The thread pool executes each scheduled request in an independent thread.

5.2 Coordination Component

The Coordination Component provides its functionality by using a communication

framework. Both modification and adaptation are possible because the Coordination

Component was designed for flexibility, i.e. if the requirements change the commu-

nication framework can be exchanged. The base of the Coordination Component is

currently provided by the JXTA [92] framework and supports important features:
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(i) relative simplicity and ease of implementation, (ii) openness, (iii) distributedness.

The JXTA [92] framework, provides a generic P2P platform with a standard

set of services. The JXTA services interfaces are used to provide the Triple Space

infrastructure and implement protocols which are based on Extensible Markup Lan-

guage (XML) messages. More details considering JXTA protocols and services are

found in Appendix A.4. Before discussing the protocols and services the following

definitions and concepts are important for understanding JXTA:

Peers are uniquely identifiable and participate in a virtual overlay network, e.g.

di!erent types of devices such as mobile phones, PCs, PDAs and servers depicted

in Figure 5.1. Two main types of peers exist: super-peers and edge-peers. A super-

peer is an edge-peer with extended duties and responsibilities, called a rendezvous

(RDV) peer. Peers are connected to super-peers, which pass queries to other peers,

including other super-peers. At least one super-peer needs to exist per peer group.

A peer models a participating process in the Triple Space infrastructure.

Peer groups are places where peers meet. Peers can create, join and resign from

multiple peer groups. Peer groups restrict the information flow, the message ex-

change, to only group members, i.e. important for discovery, limiting the scope of

a search. Each peer belongs at least to the default peer group and all other peer

groups are subsets of it. The peer group principle is applied to model virtual triple

spaces and hence processes that are part of the same triple space belong to the same

peer group.

A peer identifier (peer ID) makes multiple peers distinguishable and is formed

by a random UUID. A peer group identifier (peer group ID) is also formed by

a UUID and associated to a peer group. A triple space identifier which defines a

reference to a triple space can be easily mapped to a peer group ID, e.g. a MD5

message digest generator that creates the byte array input for the UUID generator.

A message packs information and is transmitted between endpoints. Each message

is an XML document.

Endpoints correspond to peers’ available network entries. Peers are capable of

having multiple endpoints, e.g. a TCP and an HTTP endpoint. However, a peer

with many di!erent endpoints will always have the same peer ID.

The resolver is used by peers in order to send requests and receive responses. The

communication follows a request/response format, with no guarantees of messages

reaching other peers. Requests may not reach their destinations and if results exist,

responses may not arrive back at the source. The request/response interface allows

to span operations over multiple member processes in a triple space.
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Figure 5.1: JXTA Virtual Network

Advertisements are XML documents created by peers which name and describe

the existence of a resource. The most commonly used types of advertisements are:

Peer Advertisements, Peer Group Advertisements and Rendezvous Peer Advertise-

ments. Each advertisement has a lifetime which is set at publication and defines

the amount of time an advertisement will live in caches, i.e. advertisements need to

be refreshed in order to avoid their expiration. From a peer’s perspective advertise-

ments are locally and remotely cached. A local cache, upon a request, avoids the

need to discover an advertisement over the network. However, if the request cannot

be satisfied in the local cache a peer forwards it to a connected super-peer, i.e. local

vs. remote discovery. Super-peers forward requests that they cannot resolve based

on their own cache to other super-peers and thus cooperate to maintain a loosely

consistent distributed hash table (DHT) of all advertisements in a peer group [91].

Endpoint Protocol 

Discovery Protocol 

Resolver 
Protocol 

Membership 
Protocol 

Rendezvous 
Protocol 

Figure 5.2: JXTA Protocols

The following five JXTA protocols [88], depicted in Figure 5.2, work together

to allow the communication and organization between peers:

1. Peer Endpoint Protocol (PEP) allows for sending messages to endpoint ad-

dresses. The endpoint service is responsible for performing end-to-end messaging

between two peers.
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2. Peer Resolver Protocol (PRP) provides two-way communication by using

a request/response interface. Requests are sent and responses are received by the

resolver. Furthermore, it handles multicast and unicast messaging. Multicast mes-

saging is achieved by using the rendezvous service. Unicast messaging is provided by

the endpoint service. Messages used by the resolver service are: (i) Resolver Query

Message and (ii) Resolver Response Message. A Resolver Query Message is used

to send a request to others peers and contains a unique ID. A Resolver Response

Message is used to respond to a request and includes the request ID in order to

match replies. Furthermore, it is also a mechanism to provide one way messaging.

3. Rendezvous Protocol (PRP) allows for e"ciently propagating messages within

peer groups. Message propagation is controlled by detecting loops, duplicates and

expired TTL. However, a connection associated with a lease, between a peer and

a RDV peer, has to exist. RDV peers maintain a list of other RDV peers and

know their connected peers. Messages used by the rendezvous service are: (i) Lease

Request Message and (ii) Lease Response Message. A Lease Request Message is used

to send requests to RDV peers. A peer can ask for a connection lease to be build or

an existing lease to be cancelled. A Lease Response Message is used to respond to

a request. RDV peers can answer that a connection lease was granted or cancelled.

4. Peer Membership Protocol (PMP) provides means for restricting the access

to peer groups. Peers applying for membership are required to present a set of

credentials.

5. Peer Discovery Protocol (PDP) provides means for discovering and publishing

advertisements by utilizing the resolver protocol. Discovering and publishing adver-

tisements can be done (i) locally or (ii) remotely. A local discovery looks for locally

cached advertisements and a local publishment caches advertisements locally. A

remote discovery involves RDV peers looking for advertisements in their local cache

and a remote publishment caches advertisements at RDV peers. Messages used by

the discovery service are: (i) Discovery Query Message and (ii) Discovery Response

Message. A Discovery Query Message is used to discover di!erent types of adver-

tisements. Such messages contain a threshold value indicating the maximum num-

ber of advertisements each responding peer should provide. A Discovery Response

Message is used to respond to a query and includes the requested advertisements.

Furthermore, it is also a mechanism to provide remote publishment.

As previously stated, the JXTA service interfaces are used to provide the Triple

Space infrastructure. Furthermore, they are applied to implement the distribution

and discovery algorithms: (1) flooding, (2) random walk and (3) publish/subscribe.

1. The flooding algorithm uses super-peers to propagate requests. A peer ships a
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request to a RDV peer which passes it to (connected) peers including other super-

peers. A request is propagate until the TTL expires and contains a template which

gets evaluated at each receiving peer. A response is generated if a peer is owning

requested triples.

2. The random walk algorithm chooses in each step the next peer to route a

message to, but initially a peer does not know its neighbors, i.e. only a RDV

peer being connected to. The algorithm was slightly changed to use super-peers to

propagate requests. A peer ships its requests to a RDV peer which creates a list of

n peers that is passed along with the request, i.e. instead of choosing one peer at

each step, a choice of n peers is made in the beginning. A request is propagated in

sequential order to the chosen peers. A peer owning requested triples responds the

requester and terminates a walk by default, i.e. template from the request matches

and thus is not further propagated. However, in order to approach other results a

walk can be set to continue until the TTL expires, i.e. the length of a walk then

equals the size of chosen peers.

3. The publish/subscribe algorithm is based on a DHT to enable an e"cient

and scalable event notification service. Super-peers can be seen as brokers between

publishers and subscribers, i.e. RDV peers provide management of advertised and

subscripted events and its delivery. Events are produced and consumed by exchang-

ing JXTA advertisements. A process advertises a future event through a template

and an advertisement is created and indexed at a RDV peer. A process subscribes to

events also by using a template, followed by the same procedure. A RDV peer upon

receiving an advertisement performs a lookup for publishers and subscribers and

the involved processes are informed about correspondences, i.e. for a given event all

interested subscribers are notified of possible publishers.

5.3 Data Access Component

The Data Access Component supports arbitrary data stores by using an abstract

interface for accessing data. Currently concrete interfaces for Sesame [15], OWLIM

[46] and YARS [39] exist. Abstracting from the data source, makes it possible to

freely choose the data store for local space data, i.e. each process might store its

data in a di!erent type of data store.

The three data stores use di!erent query languages. While Sesame and OWLIM

support both SeRQL [14] and SPARQL [75], YARS allows N3QL [11]. This seems

problematic because template matching relies on the query engine of the data store

and thus on its supported languages. If the language used to formulate the template
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is unsupported, then the template cannot be successfully executed. However, due

to having a priori triple or graph patterns for templates, wrapping according to the

supported languages succeeds. Although templates specified by complex queries give

greatest expressiveness, they are only suitable for triple spaces whose data stores

all support the same query language, i.e. currently the tsc++ prototype is unable

to convert complex queries form (i) SeRQL to SPARQL, (ii) SPARQL to SeRQL

or (iii) SeRQL/SPARQL to N3QL. Because Sesame and OWLIM both support the

same query languages it is advised to choose one of them as data store. YARS

enables fast storage and retrieval of RDF data but Sesame and OWLIM seem to

be more complete developments with more active communities. The current tsc++

prototype uses the Sesame RDF store (v.2.0.1) per default and has been applied

during the evaluation and validation phase.

5.4 Exceptions

The TS API supports error reporting and handling. Whenever a condition occurs

that changes the normal flow of a TS API function an exception is raised. The

exception classes are found in the at.sti2.tsc.exceptions package shipped with the

tsc++ source distribution. The following types of exceptions are used:

TSException is the most generic exception in Triple Space and the following ex-

ceptions extend from it.

SpaceException is a generic space exception.

SpaceAlreadyExistsException extends form SpaceException and is thrown if a

process tries to create a space that already exists.

SpaceNotExistsException extends form SpaceException and is thrown if a pro-

cess tries to execute a TS API function on a space that does not exist.

ConnectionException is thrown if a process tries to join a space and cannot

establish a connection with at least one member process.

TripleParseException is thrown if a process tries to publish triples to a space

that cannot be parsed, i.e. an invalid string representations of triples cannot be

transformed to triple objects.

MalformedTemplateException is thrown if a process tries to retrieve or retract

triples from a space with a malformed template, i.e. invalid patterns or queries

cannot be transformed to template objects.

PropertiesException is thrown if a process supplied a property whose value is

invalid, i.e. a value of the wrong type or outside a specific range cannot be set to a
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property. The system settings are based on property values, e.g. connection timeout

to join a triple space.

Other general types of exception are:

ExecutionException in java.util.concurrent package is thrown if a task failed and

was aborted by the thread pool.

URISyntaxException in java.net package is thrown if a string could not be parsed

as a URI reference, e.g. invalid triple space or set identifier.

IOException in java.io package is thrown if an I/O operation failed, e.g. error

while reading string representations of triples from a file.

FileNotFoundException in java.io package extends form IOException and is

thrown if the file denoted by a specified pathname could not be opened.

UnsupportedEncodingException in java.io package extends form IOException

and is thrown if the Character Encoding is not supported, e.g. Non-Unicode char-

acter sets for string representations of triples.

The exceptions defined by the frameworks supporting the Coordination Component

and Data Access Component, (i) JXTA [92], (ii) Sesame [15], (iii) OWLIM [46]

and (iv) YARS [39], are described in their API documentations and mapped to the

at.sti2.tsc.exceptions exception classes, e.g. a PeerGroupException in net.jxta.excep-

tion package is mapped to a SpaceException. Exception mapping allows for flexible

modification and adaptation of the Coordination Component and Data Access Com-

ponent.
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6

Evaluation

The evaluation of the tsc++ prototype concentrates on scalability indicators because

a comparative study is impossible. Although, there exist semantic space implemen-

tation as presented in Section 2.1, none of them aims at fully distributed spaces as

defined by the tsc++ architecture in Chapter 4. Before discussing the evaluation

results, the terms performance and scalability as well as the experimental setup will

be described.

6.1 Overview

The tsc++ prototype should be able to maintain performance while satisfying grow-

ing demand for its functionality, i.e. without changing the implementation code and

thus being scalable. The terms performance and scalability are often used inter-

changeably [37]. Performance refers to how e"ciently a system responds to requests

according to a defined setup [85], e.g. latency and bandwidth consumption. For

example, performance measures the latency in which a request receives a response,

while scalability measures the ability of maintaining performance under increasing

demand. The general means of scaling a system fall into two broad categories [64]:

to scale vertically or horizontally. For the Triple Space infrastructure to scale ver-

tically (or scale up) means to increase the processing power (e.g. CPU or memory

resources) of participating processes. To scale horizontally (or scale out) means to

add more number of spaces or participating processes to the Triple Space infras-

tructure. The distribution and discovery algorithms should scale horizontally, being

e"cient and e!ective when applied to large events. Due to simplifying distribution

at publication time and discovery at retrieval time, to always publishing locally and

retrieving remotely, the scalability issue is best apparent in the context of the re-

trieval functionality. Thus, the retrieval operations and their impact on scalability

is focused on.
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The evaluation measures the latency and bandwidth consumption of TS API

functions while scaling the number of spaces and processes:

• The latency is based on the experimental environment and thus only an in-

dicates the complexity an operation. The time for sending, receiving and

processing requests as well as responses depends on the resources of processes

and the available bandwidth in the environment and thus is to be evaluated

with care.

• The bandwidth consumption is measured as the number of messages that are

generated while a remote operation is executed and depends on the distribu-

tion and discovery algorithm in place. The number of messages is defined as

the number of requests and responses being exchanged between an executing

processes and other space member processes.

The e!ective numbers given for the latency and bandwidth consumption only allow

a relative comparison of the distribution and discovery algorithms due to the exper-

imental setup. The results will show the trade-o! between latency and bandwidth

consumption, i.e. improved bandwidth consumption comes at the price of more

latency or vice versa.

6.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental environment consists of a single test server hosting the partici-

pating processes, the TS kernel instances. The server hardware consists of an Intel

Pentium 4 CPU with 2.66 GHz with 850 MB free RAM and Java 1.6. The file

size of a kernel instance is 6.5 MB and its main memory consumption at startup is

20 MB. Each process is endowed with its own execution environment, i.e. a folder

including required configuration, log and library files. Although the test suites con-

sider a virtual distribution of processes, the Triple Space infrastructure is guaranteed

to preserve its functionality when being deployed over multiple networks, i.e. pro-

cesses residing on di!erent machines and networks. The Coordination Component,

based on the JXTA [92] framework, allows communication over multiple networks

by establishing a virtual network overlay and thus guarantees this claim. The Data

Access Component uses Sesame [15] (v.2.0.1) as the data store for local space data.

In the experiments each operation was carried out 100 times in order to obtain

data and calculate the averages. The trials are based on 1, 10 or 20 spaces with 1, 5,

10 or 20 member processes that store published data (publishers) and a process that

permanently joins the space to perform retrieval operations (retriever). In order to
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evaluate the scalability of the applied discovery algorithms, a retrieval operation is

always executed remotely. Although, a local retrieval would be much faster it would

counteract the evaluation of the algorithms. In reality, there will be a mixture

between local and remote retrieval. The read and query operations, initiated by a

retriever, request triples from a set of publishers.

The two approaches to discovery, flooding and random walk algorithms, exploit

the hybrid P2P overlay structure where peers are connected to RDV peers:

• Flooding Algorithm: A retriever without the knowledge of what (if any)

publishers there maybe, ships its requests to a RDV peer, e.g. one request, in

a space with 20 publishers, creates 19 messages and minimally one response,

if the TTL is unconstrained.

• Random Walk Algorithm: A retriever, ships its requests to a RDV peer

which creates a list of n peers that is passed along with the request, e.g. one

request, in a space with 20 publishers, creates a list of 19 peers, if the TTL is

unconstrained.

In order to focus on the discovery and not on the transmission and processing time,

each published triple set only contains 10 to 20 triples, i.e. small sets of triples are

distributed over publishers. This is important because depending on the retrieval

operation a set identifier is considered while matching templates, i.e. big sets of

triples increase the transmission time. A retrieval operation requests data through

triple pattern templates of the form <S ?p ?o.>, where the subject ‘S’ is selected

form the distributed test triples. The triple pattern templates are selected in way to

control the number of messages per request. The selection allows to compare latency

and bandwidth consumption while scaling in the number of spaces and publishers.

In order to evaluate the read operation a template matches only at one random

publisher which generates one response because according to the semantics of the

read operation a retriever only selects one response out of all possible ones, i.e. the

subject ‘S’ is unique and belongs to single publisher. For the evaluation of the query

operation a template matches at multiple publishers and each responds because

according to the semantics of the query operation a retriever combines all responses,

i.e. the subject ‘S’ is selected to generate a certain number of responses. Altogether

the experimental setup and the controlled selection of templates at retrieval time

allow reproducible results.
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6.3 Results

The results concerning the retrieval operations are depicted in Figure 6.4 where

the following abbreviations are used: (1) Nb. Spaces := number of spaces, (2) Nb.

Publishers := number of publishers per space, (3) Exp Nb. Responses := expected

number of responses to a request, (4) Nb. Msgs / Request := number of messages

per request, (5) Latency := latency of a retrieval operation in milliseconds (ms) and

(6) Nb. Triples := number of triples retrieved.

Retrieving: The number of spaces has neither an influence on the number of

messages, nor on the latency of the read operation which lies upon the fact that

spaces are only references to peer groups and thus virtual entities, i.e. a global

space is formed by distributed member processes and their local space data. The

JXTA framework guarantees to manage space references and membership relations

in a scalable way by applying a DHT, i.e. management of Peer and Peer Group

Advertisements. If the number of spaces increases from 1, 10 to 20 and the publishers

from 1, 5, 10 to 20 then (1) the number of messages and (2) the latency stay on the

average within: (1) 2.00, 6.00, 11.00 and 21.23 messages (flooding) and 2.00, 3.95,

6.60 and 10.52 messages (random walk), (2) 254, 477, 730 and 1353 ms (flooding) and

332, 474, 791 and 1395 ms (random walk). The random walk algorithm compared to

flooding cuts down the number of messages about minimally 1.00 and maximally 2.02

(avg. = 1.55) times but increases the latency about minimally 0.99 and maximally

1.31 (avg. = 1.10) times for the read operation (see Figure 6.1). The results confirm
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation of the read operation

that the random walk algorithm should be used instead of the flooding algorithm

because the number of messages are dropped and the latency minimally increases.

However, the results of the query operation will show that the same decision, to

simply replace flooding by random walk, is inappropriate, i.e. to come to the point,
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the query operation sought completeness and continues a walk although results

exist which leads nearly to the same number of messages. The results of the random

walk algorithm proof that in unstructured P2P systems a lookup is essentially about

coverage, i.e. visiting peers until a lookup succeeds or fails. Due to the experimental

setup, the length of a random walk for the read operation can be calculated by the

expectation value E (X ) = Nb.Publishers+1
2 . This comes from the fact that only one

publisher is owning requested data and thus the length of a walk is minimally 1 or

maximally 20, e.g. if the number of publishers increases from 1, 5, 10 to 20 the

expected length of a walk is 1, 3, 5.5 and 10.5. In order to minimize the length of a

random walk multiple publishers which are owning requested data are needed. This

could be achieved by another experimental setup or through replication. Replication

as a means to increase density will be discussed in the conclusion in Chapter 7 as

part of future work. For sure, the random walk algorithm would improve in latency

and bandwidth consumption at retrieval time, however, at the cost of shipping and

synchronizing replicas after publication time, again consuming bandwidth.
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Figure 6.2: Evaluation of the query operation

Due to the results gained form the study about the read operation, where the

number of spaces has no influence on the number of messages, the number of spaces

is set to one while evaluating the query operation (see Figure 6.2). If the expected

number of responses increases from 1, 5, 10 to 20 and the publishers from 1, 5, 10 to

20 then (1) the number of messages and (2) the latency stay on the average within:

(1) 2.00, 10.00, 20.00 and 39.98 messages (flooding) and 2.00, 10.00, 20.00 and

39.97 messages (random walk), (2) 766, 1566, 2201 and 3228 ms (flooding) and 844,

1809, 2560 and 4294 ms (random walk). The random walk algorithm compared to

flooding does not cut down the the number of messages as expected but increases the

latency about minimally 1.10 and maximally 1.33 (avg. = 1.19) times for the query

operation. This comes from the fact that the random walk algorithm is a sequential
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process by default which sought completeness over latency, i.e. the latency of a

random walk is proportional to the number of hops.
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Figure 6.3: Evaluation of the read and query operation

After evaluating the read and query operation separately, now their latency and

bandwidth consumption get compared together (see Figure 6.3). A query operation

compared to a read operation is more costly in terms of latency, but the number

of messages is unchanged. If the number of spaces and the expected number of

responses is 1 and the publishers increases from 1, 5, 10 to 20 then the latency

stays on the average within: (1) 254, 477, 730 and 1353 ms (flooding) and 332, 474,

791 and 1395 ms (random walk) for the read operation and (2) 766, 886, 1124 and

1763 ms (flooding) and 844, 980, 1215 and 2684 ms (random walk) for the query

operation. The query operation compared to a read operation increases the latency

about minimally 1.30 and maximally 3.02 (avg. = 1.93) times while using the flood-

ing algorithm and about minimally 1.54 and maximally 2.54 (avg. = 2.02) times

while applying the random walk algorithm. The increase in latency comes from the

fact that a retriever, according the semantics of the query operation, processes and

combines all responses, i.e. a read operation considers only one response out of all

possible ones. According to the results, the scalability of Triple Space can greatly

improve if process use read operations, in order to communicate and coordinate,

instead of query operations. If a set identifier is fortunately known, a triple set

should be directly addressed by using the read operation which is similar to Web

sites addressing, e.g. a user inputs a URL to directly address the stored information

on a Web site. However, the read by identifier operation is currently also based on

the distribution and discovery algorithms, i.e. instead of a template a set identifier is

shipped with a request. It showed similar results as the read by template operation

in the experimental setup and thus is not evaluated in detail. The read by identi-

fier operation could reduce latency and bandwidth consumption if a set identifiers
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refers and possibly locates sought data. If a set identifiers is mapped to the peer

ID of a publisher, direct access to data, without applying distribution and discovery

algorithms is possible. The read by identifier operation needs metadata which can

encode such mappings and will be discussed in the conclusion in Chapter 7. Fur-

thermore, it is suggested to exploit the DHT functionality of the JXTA platform as

part of future work.
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In order to evaluate the transmission and

processing time while executing a retrieval oper-

ation the number of spaces is set to one and the

number of publishers to five. The expected num-

ber of responses is constantly five and each pro-

cess responds with 1, 100, 250, 500 to 750 triples.

The query operation combines all responses and

thus the number of triples should increase from

5, 500, 1250, 2500 to 3750. If the expected num-

ber of triples per response increases then the la-

tency stays on the average within: 1563, 1682, 1912, 2769 and 5203 ms (flooding)

and 1789, 1859, 2215, 2962 and 5479 ms (random walk). However, the number of

triples does not increase as expected (1) 5, 496, 1198, 2120 and 2683 (flooding) and

5, 496, 1086, 1640 and 1965 (random walk) and the number of combined responses

are (2) 5.00, 4.96, 4.34, 4.24 and 3.58 (flooding) and 5.00, 4.96, 4.79, 3.28 and 2.62

(random walk). The flooding algorithm compared to random walk can discover

more triples but the results show that it gets more di"cult to retrieve all matching

triples from all processes. The query operation discovers minimally 71.55 and maxi-

mally 100.00 (avg. = 90.28) percent of all triples while using the flooding algorithm

and minimally 52.40 and maximally 100.00 (avg. = 80.82) percent while applying

the random walk algorithm. The same behavior applies to both algorithms: (i) A

publisher upon receiving a request transmits all triples to the retriever, and (ii) a

retriever after receiving a response waits for the same timeout period for another

one. As the results show, this becomes more and more improbable as the number

of transmitted triples increases. The processing of XML documents, included in

each response, is costly and thread related problems inside the JXTA framework

are also suspected [5]. A simple solution would be to increase the processing power

of a retriever in order process and combine all responses or to extend the timeout

period.
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(a) read operation
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Figure 6.4: Results of the read and query operation
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Although the focus of the evaluation lies on the retrieval operations results

considering other remote as well as local operations are casually mentioned.
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Publishing: The write operation stores data

only to the local data store, e.g. Sesame [15],

OWLIM [46] and YARS [39]. Experiments show

an almost unmeasurable time of 6 ms as an up-

per limit for storing a few triples, e.g. a set con-

taining about 10 triples. If the number of triples

increase from 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000,

2500, 5000, 7500 to 10000 then the latency stays

on the average within 8, 11, 16, 25, 58, 118, 183,

259, 533, 1143, 1693 and 2317 ms and shows a

linear increase. Since the evaluation is not about the underlying data sources, fur-

ther tests are dropped. Evaluations concerning the Sesame, OWLIM and YARS

data stores are found in [56, 69].

Retracting: The take operation retracts data from the space by performing a

destructive retrieval. Each involved member process removes matching triples form

its local data store. The time for removing triples is not noticeable at the requester

because of being a local individual activity, i.e. a take operation is the combination

of a read and a remove operation. Thus, the latency and bandwidth consumption

of a take operation is equal to that of a read operation and thus the take operation

is not further evaluated.

Advertising/Subscribing: The advertise/subscribe operations enable the event

notification service and reuse JXTA functionality to publish and discover adver-

tisements. Advertisements are cached at RDV peers an managed with the help of

a DHT. DHTs are known to be highly scalable and thus the advertise/subscribe

operations are not further evaluated [21].

Creating: The create operation adds a new triple space to the Triple Space in-

frastructure. The operation is constantly fast of up to one second. A triple space

represents the reference to a peer group and is managed in a scalable way by the

JXTA framework.

Joining: The join operation needs under one second and is used for becoming

a permanent space member. A permanent member maintains local space data

which takes additional resources at setup and run time, e.g. CPU, memory and

resources for answering and further propagating requests to other member processes.
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In order to execute a retrieval operation a pro-

cess needs to at least temporary join a space, i.e.

access the space and become a member until the

operation has completed. A temporary join in-

creases the latency of a retrieval operation, i.e.

the resulting latency on average is the time to

access the space and become a member plus the

time to execute the retrieval operation. A tem-

porary join pays o! if the resources of a process

are limited, e.g. CPU and memory resources are su"cient to consume but not to

maintain and share data. If the number of publishers in a space increases from

1, 5, 10 to 20 then the time for accessing a space and becoming a member stays

on average within 182, 365, 475 and 757 ms. The tests can not determine what

component in the experimental environment, either (i) the single test server, (ii)

the JXTA topology or (iii) both, causes the increase in latency. Future work should

investigate on the latency of a RDV peer connection in order to evaluate the join

operation further. In order to show the di!erence of temporary and permanent join

at retrieval time, assume the following example. The latency of the read operation

is on average 254, 477, 730 and 1353 ms if being executed by a retriever that is

a permanent member and 436, 842, 1205 and 2110 ms if the retriever is a tempo-

rary member while using the flooding algorithm. The latency increases minimally

1.56 and maximally 1.77 (avg. = 1.67) times while performing a temporary join at

retrieval time. Although the latency increases, a temporary join can support the

scalability of Triple Space. Each triple space is considered to reduce the load of the

network as requests are propagated in the scope of the space instead of the whole

Triple Space. The results of the retrieval operations show that the number of spaces

has neither an influence on the number of messages, nor on the latency. The dis-

tribution and discovery algorithms, flooding and random walk, are uninformed and

stateless and as the results show work well for triples spaces with a small number

of processes, i.e. multiple small spaces support scalability. While the number of

processes in a space constantly increases with each join operation, a temporary join

helps to keep a small number of processes per space. The join operation, as part

of the MAPI, is implemented to be called internally if a process publishes data to

a space. Thus, the rule of thumb that publishers perform a permanent join and

retrievers a temporary join is followed by default, i.e. a space contains publishers

permanently and retrieves only temporary.
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Leaving: The leave operation removes the local space data of a member process.

Experiments show that removing triples together with all references to a local space

is fast of up to one second. A leaving process can select a random member process

to send its local space data to. This ensures the survival of a space and avoids the

loss of data. Moving data to other member processes is already implemented but

further evaluation is part of future work.
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7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

The Semantic Web aims at a Web for humans and machines and is built on syn-

taxes which use URIs to represent metadata. Metadata will allow machines to

understand the actual meaning of the content and in return will provide support

in accessing and processing information. Web services o!er machine-to-machine

interaction capabilities but their communication is based on synchronous message

exchange patterns which require strong coupling in terms of destination, space and

time. Thus, Web services do not follow the ‘persistently publish and read’ paradigm

of the Web [48]. Tuple space communication is an approach to address the widely

recognized problems with Web services, i.e. tuple spaces exhibit orthogonality by

decoupling inter-process communication. Triple spaces are conceived for Web ser-

vice communication and coordination based on persistent publication using RDF

triples, describing content and semantics of information [30].

The design, specification and implementation of a distributed Triple Space ar-

chitecture defined the research problem of this thesis which demonstrates a possible

solution for communication and coordination on the Semantic Web.

7.2 Contribution

The tsc++ prototype implements a distributed Triple Space and is available as an

open source release at the project Web site1. It presents a coordination-based mid-

dleware for the Semantic Web which marries the concepts of triple spaces with P2P.

Furthermore, it aims for scalability and applies an unstructured P2P distribution

strategy that uses e"cient and e!ective distribution and discovery algorithms.

1http://tsc.sti-innsbruck.at
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The four main goals of this thesis were: (1) requirements, (2) defining algo-

rithms, (3) implementation and (4) evaluation.

1. State of the art requirements imposed by the comparison of semantic tuple

space approaches, in Section 2.3, defined the data model, space model, com-

munication/coordination model and templates for the distributed Triple Space

architecture in Chapter 4. Triple spaces are fully distributed, any triple may

reside on any space member process, and multiple spaces are possible in Triple

Space. In order to provide large scale deployments, a P2P distribution strat-

egy was selected for Triple Space. Templates are defined in semantic query

languages and allow di!erent degrees of complexity defined as triple patterns,

graph patterns and complex queries.

2. In the P2P overlay e"cient and e!ective distribution and discovery algo-

rithms permit information sharing and distribution. The selected distribution

and discovery algorithms, the flooding, random walk and publish/subscribe

algorithm, were presented in Chapter 3. The flooding and random walk al-

gorithm, allow complete and partial data retrieval and the publish/subscribe

algorithm permits a notification mechanism.

3. The distributed Triple Space implementation, as shown in Section 2.3, meets

the five main Web principles [27]: interoperability, n:m interactions, (3) decen-

tralization, (4) openness and (5) dynamicity. The tsc++ prototype, as shown

in Chapter 5, delivers an open and fully distributed triple space middleware.

The P2P distribution strategy is based on the JXTA [92] framework. Data

access is abstracted and gives the possibility to freely choose the data store

(e.g. Sesame [15], OWLIM [46] and YARS [39]) and thus templates can be

formulated in SeRQL [14], SPARQL [75] and N3QL [11].

4. The evaluation showed that the tsc++ prototype is able to maintain perfor-

mance while satisfying growing demand for its functionality. Furthermore, the

scalability requirement was evaluated and validated in Chapter 6.

7.3 Outlook

The Triple Space infrastructure may be enhanced with data replication, metadata,

security trust mechanisms and mediation capabilities in the future.

Data replication is a proposed solution to achieve e"ciency and e!ectiveness

for distribution and discovery algorithms, i.e. increase the probability of discovering
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certain data. Although replication increases availability of data and minimizes la-

tency, it may not be applied because of (i) bandwidth requirements for moving data

and (ii) many changes in a system. The data to be replicated might be very large

and therefore the bandwidth consumed for moving replicas is enormous. Many data

changes enforce many updates, again using bandwidth, i.e. maintaining consistency

of replicas can be costly. Di!erent replication strategies should be evaluated and

compared, e.g. proactively or reactively replicate data.

Metadata can approach the problem of distribution and discovery. The ideas

of semantic clustering of data, the organization of spaces according to the internal

structure of data, can be materialized by use of a Triple Space ontology which defines

a complete vocabulary collection for the management of triple spaces. Clustering

gives at least local scalability because related data is grouped in spaces, improving

distribution and discovery of triples. An open issue is how to find a relevant space

which might also be approached through metadata. The openness and decentraliza-

tion allows constant reorganization of processes and thus it is di"cult to capture all

the available information. Future research should propose distribution and discovery

algorithms that deciding upon the metadata.

Security issues and requirements should be taken into account for the redesign

of the overall architecture. Security issues are well known problems and need further

investigation. While naming security requirements is quite simple, guaranteeing

them can be challenging, e.g. confidentiality, authentication, authorization, data

integrity and refutability. Underestimating the importance of security can restrain

the widespread adoption of any application, especially in corporate environments,

and thus also of Triple Space.

Trust is essential to Triple Space communication and a metric, a measure of

how a space member process is trusted by the other members, may be introduced.

The presence and role of trust authorities in triple spaces needs to be evaluated

too. Furthermore, the data being shared in triple spaces might not be trustworthy.

The trust authorities can be provided with methods to indicate or even remove such

space data.

Mediation capabilities are often lacked in the field of middleware systems.

Mediation introduces the required mechanisms to assure the proper understanding

among the communicating processes and allows to resolve heterogeneity issues. In

the Triple Space infrastructure mismatches among di!erent triples possibly occur.

However, a mediation engine should transform RDF triples according to di!erent

RDF Schemas of publishers. Data mediation may become an important part in

Triple Space because schemas cannot to be agreed on and thus the integration of a

mediation engine, to carry out the data transformation accordingly, is needed.
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CHAPTER A. APPENDIX

A.1 Introduction to the Semantic Web

The Web holds information of various types, e.g. text, images and other multimedia.

Web sites contain text in natural languages (e.g. English, Chinese, German) and are

layout using color and font styles. While humans can understand such information,

machines have problems to do so, e.g. the red color indicates the loss and the black

color the profit on a company’s Web site. The Semantic Web aims at a Web for

humans and machines and is built on syntaxes which use URIs to represent metadata

(information about information). Metadata will allow machines to understand the

actual meaning of the content and in return will provide support in accessing and

processing information. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [97] is used to

describe information and RDF schema (RDFS) [98] intends to structure RDF data.

A.1.1 Resource Description Framework

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [97] supports a flexible and semi-

structured data model. It is machine-readable and machine-processable and based

upon the idea of making statements about resources through subject-predicate-

object relations. Assume there are infinite sets of U (URIs), B (blank nods), and

L (literals). The elements in U , B , L are RDF terms. A triple (t1, t2, t3) !
(U , B) 0 U 0 (U , B , L) is called an RDF triple. The value t1 is called the

subject, t2 the predicate and t3 the object. An RDF graph is a set of RDF triples,

e.g. depicted by the Notation 3 (N3) [10] syntax in Figure A.1. A triple can be

named by associating it with a (graph) URI and thus form a quads, i.e. <graph,

subject, predicate, object>.

@pref ix rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
@pref ix f o a f : <http : //xmlns . com/ f o a f /0.1/> .

<http : //www. dan i e l b l unde r . com> r d f : type f o a f : Person .
<http : //www. dan i e l b l unde r . com> f o a f : name ”Danie l Blunder” .
<http : //www. dan i e l b l unde r . com> f o a f : f irs tName ”Danie l ” .
<http : //www. dan i e l b l unde r . com> f o a f : phone

<c a l l t o : //dantheman2004> .
<c a l l t o : //dantheman2004> r d f : type <h t t p :// skype . com> .

Figure A.1: RDF graph – ‘person’

RDF schema (RDFS) [98] provides basic elements for the description of ontolo-

gies and is flexible and extendable. RDF schemas can evolve over time, preventing

fixed and unchangeable metadata schemas. RDFS allows to declare a resource for

defining a class. A typical example of an rdfs:Class is foaf:Person in the FOAF
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vocabulary. Furthermore, a class can be a subclass, which inherits some properties

from its superclass, and this allows to define hierarchies. An ontology, defined in

RDFS, as found in Figure A.2 gives meaning, e.g. its application is shown in Fig-

ure A.3 and asserts ‘a man is a human’. Altogether, RDF and RDFS are used to

annotate resources which allows machines to exchange and conceive information.

@pref ix rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
@pref ix foo : <http : //www. example . com#> .

f oo :Human rd f : type r d f s : Class .
f oo :Man rd f : type r d f s : Class .
f oo :Man rd f s : subClassOf foo :Human .
foo : i sFatherOf rd f : type rd f : Property .
foo : i sFatherOf r d f s : domain foo :Man .
foo : i sFatherOf r d f s : range foo :Man .

Figure A.2: Ontology in RDFS

@pref ix rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
@pref ix foo : <http : //www. example . com#> .

f oo : Robert rd f : type foo :Man .
foo : Danie l rd f : type foo :Man .
foo : Christoph rd f : type foo :Man .
foo : Robert foo : i sFatherOf foo : Danie l .

Figure A.3: RDF Graph – ‘humans’

A.1.2 RDF Querying and Pattern Matching

There are several proposals of query languages (e.g. SPARQL [75], N3QL [11] and

SeRQL [14]) which are able to retrieve information stored in RDF. SPARQL, N3QL

and SeRQL rely on the concept of pattern matching in order to retrieve selected

data from RDF graphs. Consider an RDF graph contains n triples: t1...tn where n

is at least 1. Values of this triples are defined by: (val1, val2, val3) where vali is a

value of the triple tj (for each 1 4 i 4 3 and 1 4 j 4 n). There exist two types of

patterns:

• A triple pattern, has the form (exp1 exp2 exp3.) where expi is an expression, a

variable and not necessarily a value.

• A set of one or more triple patterns is called a graph pattern.
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The evaluation of a triple pattern proceeds from left to right where each expi eval-

uates to vali (for each 1 4 i 4 3). For a graph pattern to match, each of the triple

patterns need to match. An example triple pattern (?human rdf:type foo:Man.)

as part of a SPARQL query is depicted in Figure A.4. It contains one variable

and leads to a match that binds variable human either to foo:Robert, foo:Daniel or

foo:Christoph if being applied to data in Figure A.3. Triple pattern matching mech-

anisms fall into the following types: (i) exact matching : matches all triples with

identical RDF terms for the corresponding fields and (ii) exact identifier matching :

also the specified graph URI exactly matches.

PREFIX rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
PREFIX foo : <http : //www. example . com#> .

SELECT ?human
WHERE {

{ ?human rd f : type foo :Man. } .
}

Figure A.4: Example SPARQL Query
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A.2 Graph Theory

Let V = {v1, ..., vn} be the set of all vertices, E be the set of all edges e = (vi , vj )

where vj is a neighbor of vi and a graph G = (V ,E ). Since all edges are directed,

suppose G to be a directed graph or digraph. If the set E is weighted with a weight

function ! : E / R then G is a weighted graph, meaning that a real number (the

weight) is assigned to each edge. The incoming set N#
G (vi) = {(vj , vi) | (vj , vi) ! E}

and outgoing set N +
G (vi) = {(vi , vj ) | (vi , vj ) ! E} are used to define the numbers

in-degree d#G (v) and out-degree d+
G (v) for vertex v . The degree d(v) is the sum of

d#G (v) and d+
G (v). A path from v1 to vi is a sequence P = v1, e1, v2, e2, ..., ei#1, vi of

alternating vertices and edges. The path length is the number of edges in the path.

If v1 = vi , P is said to be a cycle. If in a path each vertex only appears once, then P

is called a simple path. If there is path between vi and vj , then vj is reachable from

vi . A graph’s diameter is the largest number of vertices which must be traversed in

order to travel from one vertex to another when paths which backtrack, detour, or

loop are excluded. A graph is connected if for every pair of vertices (vi , vj ) there is

a path. A graph is strongly connected if for every pair of vertices (vi , vj ) there is a

path from vi to vj and from vj to vi . The set of edges can also be represented in the

adjacency matrix A = A(G) = (Aij )1$i ,j$n with dimension n 0 n where Aij = 1 if

and only if (vi , vj ) ! E else Aij = 0. The n-tuple ((vi , {vj | (vi , vj ) ! E}))1$i$n is

called the adjacency list. Dijkstra’s algorithm [24] can find shortest paths between a

vertex v1 and every other vertex vi . A consistent adjacency matrix assigned with a

weight function, commonly given by !(e = (vi , vj )) if e = (vi , vj ) and zero otherwise,

is used to do so. A shortest path should have minimal costs
"j#1

i=1 !(ei , ei+1).
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A.3 Z Notation

Before writing a useful formal specification a great deal about a problem needs

to be know. A specification is often necessary because system requirements are

not precise. Often, only informal descriptions of the structure and behavior of a

system are given. A problem, if being formally defined, might be easily grasped

because a specification provides precise rules of interpretations that allow many of

the problems with natural language to be overcome [52]. Furthermore, it can be

checked if a given scenario is possible and if a system is correct with respect to

the specification. The Z notation [86], a formal specification language, was used to

specify a triple space, its primitives and matching mechanism. With it the informal

semantics of primitives and the definitions of tuples could be replaced.

Z is based on set theory and first-order logic and typically used to model systems

that include an abstract state with a number of operations on it. Each operation

defines a relation between a before and after version of a state. A special case is the

initial state of a system, which allows extra constraining predicates. Z specifications

make use of relations on sets. For example, the specification of a triple space is a

relation between elements of type IDENTIFIER and elements of type TRIPLE , de-

noted by IDENTIFIER ( TRIPLE . Furthermore the Z notation contains symbols

for many useful operations on relations, like dom, ran, ", !, "", and "!. Z uses the

notation of discrete mathematics (its standard symbols and syntax) and provides

constructs to structure mathematical text. The schema is the characteristic con-

struct of Z and is applied to model states and operations, e.g. a triple space and

its primitives. A basic type allows to leave out inessential details and an abbreviated

definition uses predefined types, e.g. a triple field contains a sequence of values,

where [Value] is a basic type and FIELD == seqVALUE an abbreviated definition.

An axiomatic description can be used to define functions used inside schemas, e.g.

triple pattern matching is defined through a match-function.

A.3.1 Symbols and Syntax

P S is the set of all subsets of S , if S = {‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’} then P S = {*,
{‘a’}, {‘b’}, {‘c’}, {‘a’, ‘b’}, {‘a’, ‘c’}, {‘b’, ‘c’}, {‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’}}

F S finite set S , e.g. S = {‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’}
seq S sequence, ordered set, e.g. seq S = &(1, ‘a’), (2, ‘b’), (3, ‘c’)'

S ( R relation, S ( R == P(S 0 R)

dom (S ( R) domain, is the first component of the relation, which is P S

ran (S ( R) range, is the second component of the relation, which is P R
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S " R domain restriction, the pairs in R whose first element is in S

S ! R range restriction, the pairs in S whose second element is in R

S "" R anti domain restriction, the pairs in R whose first element is

not in S

S "! R anti range restriction, the pairs in S whose second element is

not in R

#S used in schema inclusion, indicates an operation where the

state S changes, e.g. write primitive

$S used in schema inclusion, indicates an operation where the

state S does not change, e.g. read primitive

S , R union, is the set whose members are members of at least one

of S or R

S ) R intersection, is the set whose members are members of both

S and R

S \ R set di!erence, is the set of all members of R that are not

members of S

* empty set, e.g. a triple space is empty after initialization

x ! output variable x , e.g. a set of triples yielded by the read

primitive

y? input variable y , e.g. a set of triples passed to the write

primitive

S before state S

S " after state S "

#S number of elements in S , cardinality, e.g. S = {‘a’}, #S = 1

S (n) n-th element of S , e.g. S = {‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’}, S (1) = ‘a’

x ./ y maplet, x maps to y , pair (x , y)

x - y conjunction

x 3 y disjunction

¬ x negation

x += y x is unequal to y

x ! S x is an element of S

x /! S x is not an element of S

x 5 y implication, if x then y

x 2 y equivalence, x implies y

{x : S | p • e} set comprehension, set of all x in S taken by expression e

that satisfy predicate p, e.g. {x : N | x > 3 • 2 6 x + 1} =

{9, 11, 13, . . .}
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A.3.2 Animation of Z model

t1, t2, t3 : TRIPLE , tp1, . . . , tp7 : TEMPLATE , f1, . . . , f7 : FIELD ;

t1 = &f1, f2, f3', t2 = &f1, f4, f5', t3 = &f1, f6, f7';
tp1 = &f1, f2, f3', tp2 = &f1, f4, f5', tp3 = &f1, f6, f7', tp4 = &f1, *, *', tp5 = &*, f2, *',
tp6 = &*, *, f3', tp7 = &*, *, *';
matches = {(tp1, t1), (tp2, t2), (tp3, t3), (tp4, {t1, t2, t3}), (tp5, t1), (tp6, t1),

(tp7, {t1, t2, t3})}
do InitTuplespace’ ids " = *, newids " = {id1 . . idn}
; Write [triples? := {t1}] id ! = id1, newids " = {id2 . . idn}, ids " = ids ,

{(id1, t1)}
; Write [triples? := {t2}] id ! = id2, newids " = {id3 . . idn}, ids " = ids ,

{(id2, t2)}
; Write [triples? := {t3}] id ! = id3, newids " = {id4 . . idn}, ids " = ids ,

{(id3, t3)}
; Write [triples? := {t1, t2}] id ! = id4, newids " = {id5 . . idn ids " = ids ,

{(id4, t1), (id4, t2)}
; Write [triples? := {t1, t3}] id ! = id5, newids " = {id6 . . idn}, ids " = ids ,

{(id5, t1), (id5, t3)}
; Write [triples? := {t2, t3}] id ! = id6, newids " = {id7 . . idn}, ids " = ids ,

{(id6, t2), (id6, t3)}
; Write [triples? := {t1, t2, t3}] id ! = id7, newids " = {id8 . . idn}, ids " = ids ,

{(id7, t1), (id7, t2), (id7, t3)}
dom ids = {id1 . . id8}, newids = {id9 . . idn}
ids = {(id1, t1), (id2, t2), (id3, t3), (id4, t1), (id4, t2), (id5, t1), (id5, t3), (id6, t2),

(id6, t3), (id7, t1), (id7, t2), (id7, t3)}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id1] triples ! = {t1}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id2] triples ! = {t2}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id3] triples ! = {t3}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id4] triples ! = {t1, t2}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id5] triples ! = {t1, t3}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id6] triples ! = {t2, t3}
; ReadIdentifier [id? := id7] triples ! = {t1, t2, t3}
; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp1] triples ! ! {{t1}, {t1, t2}, {t1, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}
; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp2] triples ! ! {{t2}, {t1, t2}, {t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}
; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp3] triples ! ! {{t3}, {t1, t3}, {t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}
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; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp4] triples ! ! {{t1}, {t2}, {t3}, {t1, t2}, {t1, t3},
{t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}

; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp5] triples ! ! {{t1}, {t1, t2}, {t1, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}
; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp6] triples ! ! {{t1}, {t1, t2}, {t1, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}
; ReadTemplate [tp? := tp7] triples ! ! {{t1}, {t2}, {t3}, {t1, t2}, {t1, t3},

{t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}
; QueryTemplate[tp? := tp1] triples ! = {t1}
; QueryTemplate[tp? := tp2] triples ! = {t2}
; QueryTemplate[tp? := tp3] triples ! = {t3}
; QueryTemplate[tp? := tp4] triples ! = {t1, t2, t3}
; QueryTemplate[tp? := tp5] triples ! = {t1}
; QueryTemplate[tp? := tp6] triples ! = {t1, t2, t3}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id1] triples ! = {t1}, ids " = {id1} "" ids , newids " =

newids , {id1}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id2] triples ! = {t2}, ids " = {id2} "" ids , newids " =

newids , {id2}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id3] triples ! = {t3}, ids " = {id3} "" ids , newids " =

newids , {id3}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id4] triples ! = {t1, t2}, ids " = {id4}"" ids , newids " =

newids , {id4}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id5] triples ! = {t1, t3}, ids " = {id5}"" ids , newids " =

newids , {id5}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id6] triples ! = {t2, t3}, ids " = {id6}"" ids , newids " =

newids , {id6}
; TakeIdentifier [id? := id7] triples ! = {t1, t2, t3}, ids " = {id7} "" ids ,

newids " = newids , {id7}
ids = *, newids = {id1 . . idn}
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A.4 JXTA Service Interfaces

The JXTA [92] Endpoint, Resolver, Rendezvous, Membership and Discovery Ser-

vice Interfaces are described using implementation code which is referred to by line

numbers and depicted in Figure A.10.

A.4.1 Endpoint Interface

The Endpoint Service provides a transport interface which is capable of sending and

receiving messages. Other services such as the resolver, rendezvous and membership

service heavily rely on the endpoint service.

EndpointService 

+ getMessenger(addr: EndpointAddress):  Messenger 
+ addIncomingMessageListener(listener: EndpointListener, name: String, param: String): boolean 

EndpointListener 

+ processIncomingMessage(m: Message, src: EndpointAddress, dst: EndpointAddress): void 

Messenger 

+ sendMessage(m: Message):  boolean 

EndpointAddress 

+ getProtocolAddress(): String 
+ getProtocolName(): String 
+ getServiceName(): String 
+ getServiceParameter(): String 
+ toURI(): URI 

Endpoint messengers are responsible for sending messages to peer endpoints (line

1-2). A peer listens for endpoint events, the incoming messages (line 4-7).

A.4.2 Resolver Interface

The Resolver Service provides a request/response interface by exchanging XML

messages. XML Schema representations of those messages can be found below. The

super-peer structure provided by JXTA is utilized by the request/response interface.

RDV peers forward requests to other peers. While requests are shipped non-directly,

responses are sent directly. A request is sent to a named handler on one or more

peers that are members of the peer group. Each request has an originator and can

be identified. A response refers to a request by matching their identifiers.

While the processQuery method is for processing a request, the processResponse

method is for handling a response. The processQuery method is called if a peer

receives a request from another peer. The processResponse method will be called if

a peer receives a response to a request (line 1-8). A handler is created and registered

(line 10-11). A handler can also be removed if a peer is no longer interested in

answering or propagating requests (line 13). A request is sent through the resolver
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ResolverService 

+ registerHandler (name: String, h: QueryHandler ): QueryHandler 
+ unregisterHandler (name: String): void 

GenericResolver 

+ sendQuery ( peerID : String, q : ResolverQueryMsg ): void 
+ sendResponse ( peerID : String, r : ResolverResponseMsg ): void 

QueryHandler 

+ processQuery( q : ResolverQueryMsg ): int 
+ processResponse ( r : ResolverResponseMsg ): void 

ResolverQueryMsg 

+ getHandlerName (): String 
+ getHopCount (): int 
+ getQuery (): String 
+ getQueryId (): int 
+ getSrcPeer (): PeerID 
+ setHandlerName (name: String): void 
+ setHopCount ( c : int ): void 
+ setQuery ( q : String): void 
+ setQueryId (id: int ): void 
+ setSrcPeer ( peerID : PeerID ): void 

ResolverResponseMsg 

+ getHandlerName (): String 
+ getQueryId (): int 
+ getResponse (): String 
+ setHandlerName (name: String): void 
+ setQueryId (id: int ): void 
+ setResponse ( r : String): void 

service. The request destination can be unspecified (line 15-16). A response is sent

through the resolver service and its destination is the source of the corresponding

request (line 18-19).

Assume a peer A, the requester, and a peer B, the responder, are both connected

to the same RDV peer in the same peer group. Furthermore, A does not know B and

vice versa. Thus, A sends a request, without the knowledge if any other peers exist,

and waits for the response: (1) A sends request to RDV, which propagates it to B,

(2) B receives request from RDV and processes it, handler method processQuery()

is called at B, (3) B sends response to A and (4) A receives response from B and

processes it, handler method processResponse() is called at A.

XML Schemas

A Resolver Query Message (see Figure A.5) is used to send requests to a named

handler on one or more peers. The following tags are used: (1) <QueryID>, (2)

<Query>, (3) <SrcPeerID>, (4) <HC> and (5) <HandlerName>. First, defines

the ID which is used to match replies. Second, contains the request. Third, repre-

sents the peer ID which is the destination of the request. Forth, stores the number

of hops (TTL) and is incremented at each peer. Fifth, is the registered handler

accepting the requests.

A Resolver Response Message (see Figure A.6) is used to send a response to

a request. The following tags are used: (1) <QueryID>, (2) <Response>, (3)

<ResPeerID> and (4) <HandlerName>. First, defines the ID which is used to

match replies. Second, contains the response. Third, represents the peer ID which is

the source of the request. Forth, stores the number of hops (TTL) and is incremented

at each peer. Fifth, is the registered handler accepting the responses.
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<xs : element name=”ResolverQuery ” type=” jx ta : ResolverQuery ”/>
<xs : complexType name=”ResolverQuery ”>

<xs : sequence>
<xs : element name=”QueryID” type=”xs : s t r i n g ” />
<xs : element name=”Query” type=”xs : anyType” />
<xs : element name=”SrcPeerID” type=” jx ta :JXTAID” />
<xs : element name=”HC” type=”xs : uns ignedInt ” />
<xs : element name=”HandlerName” type=”xs : s t r i n g ” />

</xs : sequence>
</xs : complexType>

Figure A.5: Resolver Query Schema

<xs : element name=”ResolverResponse ” type=”ResolverResponse ”/>
<xs : complexType name=”ResolverResponse ”>

<xs : sequence>
<xs : element name=”QueryID” type=”xs : s t r i n g ”/>
<xs : element name=”Response” type=”xs : anyType”/>
<xs : element name=”ResPeerID” type=” jx ta :JXTAID”/>
<xs : element name=”HandlerName” type=”xs : s t r i n g ”/>

</xs : sequence>
</xs : complexType>

Figure A.6: Resolver Response Schema

A.4.3 Rendezvous Service

The Rendezvous Service provides a connection lease management interface by ex-

changing XML messages and guarantees a super-peer structure. RDV peers grant

connection leases. A request for connection or disconnection is sent to an RDV. A

response is a positive acknowledgement and refers to a request.

RendezVousService 

+ addListener (listener: RendezvousListener ): void 
+ disconnectFromRendezVous ( peerID : ID): void 
+ getConnectedPeers (): Enumeration<ID> 
+ getConnectedRendezVous (): Enumeration<ID> 
+ isConnectedToRendezVous (): boolean 
+ isRendezVous (): boolean 
+ removeListener (listener: RendezvousListener ): boolean 
+ setAutoStart (b: boolean): boolean 
+ startRendezVous (): void 
+ stopRendezVous (): void 

RendezvousListener 

+ rendezvousEvent ( e : RendezvousEvent ): void 

RendezvousEvent 

getPeer (): String 
getPeerID (): ID 
getType (): int 

Peers joining a peer group seek for a RDV peer connection (line 1-9). RDV peers

know their connected peers (line 11-12). Peers leaving a peer group disconnect from

all connected RDV peers (line 14-19).
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A.4.4 Membership Service

The Membership Service provides an access interface which allows to enforce a policy

for peers joining a peer group.

MembershipService 

+ apply(ac: AuthenticationCredential ): Authenticator 
+ getAuthCredentials (): Enumeration< AuthenticationCredential > 
+ getCurrentCredentials (): Enumeration<Credential> 
+ getDefaultCredential (): Credential 
+ join(Authenticator authenticated): Credential 
+ resign(): void  

Authenticator 

+ getAuthenticationCredential (): AuthenticationCredential 
+ getMethodName (): String 
+ getSourceService (): MembershipService 
+ isReadyForJoin (): boolean 

AuthenticationCredential

+ getMethod(): String 

Credential 

+ getPeerGroupID(): ID 
+ getPeerID(): ID 
+ getSourceService(): Service 
+ isExpired(): boolean 
+ isValid(): boolean 

Peers are able to join peer groups without facing any restrictions (line 1-9), i.e. open

access without any restrictions is used for joining and resigning from peer groups.

Peers can leave a peer group (line 11-13).

A.4.5 Discovery Service

The Discovery Service provides an advertisement exchange interface based on XML

messages. XML Schema representations of those advertisements can be found be-

low. The super-peer structure provided by JXTA is utilized by the advertisement

exchange interface. RDV peers query for advertisements in their local cache.

A request specifies type, maximum amount and filter criteria of expected ad-

vertisements. A response returns a number of advertisements of requested type.

Requests and responses are created by the discovery service and sent over the re-

solver service. Advertisements can be discovered locally or remotely (line 1-5). A

requester listens for discovery events, the responses (line 7-14). An advertisement

can be published locally or remotely (line 16-19).

XML Schemas

The three most important types of advertisements are (1) Peer Advertisement, (2)

Peer Group Advertisement and (3) Rendezvous Advertisement.

A Peer Advertisement is used to describe the existence of a peer in a peer

group and shown in Figure A.7. The following tags are used: (1) <PID>, (2)

<Name>, (3) <Desc> and (4) <GID> First, defines the peer ID of the peer. Sec-

ond, contains the name of the peer and is optional. Third, represents the description

of the peer and is optional. Forth, stores the peer group ID to which the peer be-

longs.
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DiscoveryService 

+ addDiscoveryListener (listener: DiscoveryListener ): void 
+ getLocalAdvertisements (type: int , attr : String, value: String): Enumeration<Advertisement> 
+ getRemoteAdvertisements ( peerID : String, type: int , attr : String, value: String, threshold: int ): int 
+ publish( adv : Advertisement): void 
+ remotePublish ( adv : Advertisement): void 
+ removeDiscoveryListener (listener: DiscoveryListener ): boolean 

DiscoveryListener 

+ discoveryEvent ( e : DiscoveryEvent ): void 

DiscoveryResponseMsg 

+ getAttr (): String 
+ getValue (): String 
+ getThreshold (): int 
+ setAttr ( attr : String): void 
+ setValue (value: String): void 
+ setThreshold (threshold: int ): void 

DiscoveryEvent 

+ getQueryID (): int 
+ getResponse (): DiscoveryResponseMsg 
+ getSearchResults (): Enumeration<Advertisement> 

DiscoveryResponseMsg 

+ getAdvertisements (): Enumeration<Advertisement> 
+ getQueryAttr (): String 
+ getQueryValue (): String 
+ getResponseCount (): int 

<xs : element name=”PA” type=” jx ta :PA”/>
<xs : complexType name=”PA”>

<xs : sequence>
<xs : element name=”PID” type=”JXTAID”/>
<xs : element name=”Name” type=”xs : s t r i n g ” minOccurs=”0”/>
<xs : element name=”Desc” type=”xs : anyType” minOccurs=”0”/>
<xs : element name=”GID” type=”JXTAID”/>

<xs : sequence>
</xs : complexType>

Figure A.7: Peer Advertisement Schema

A Peer Group Advertisement is used to describe the existence of a peer

group and shown in Figure A.8. The following tags are used: (1) <GID>, (2)

<Name> and (3) <Desc>. First, defines the peer group ID of the peer group.

Second, contains the name of the peer group and is optional. Third, represents the

description of the peer group and is optional.

<xs : element name=”PGA” type=” jx ta :PGA”/>
<xs : complexType name=”PGA”>

<xs : sequence>
<xs : element name=”GID” type=” jx ta :JXTAID”/>
<xs : element name=”Name” type=”xs : s t r i n g ” minOccurs=”0”/>
<xs : element name=”Desc” type=”xs : anyType” minOccurs=”0”/>

</xs : sequence>
</xs : complexType>

Figure A.8: Peer Group Advertisement Schema

A Rendezvous Advertisement is used to describe the existence of an RDV

peer in a peer group and shown in Figure A.9. The following tags are used: (1)

<RdvPeerId>, (2) <Name> and (3) <RdvGroupId>. First, defines the peer ID of

the peer. Second, contains the name of the peer and is optional. Third, represents
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the peer group ID for which the peer is a rendezvous.

<xs : element name=”RdvAdvertisement”
type=” jx ta : RdvAdvertisement”/>

<xs : complexType name=”RdvAdvertisement”>
<xs : sequence>

<xs : element name=”RdvPeerId” type=” jx ta :JXTAID”/>
<xs : element name=”Name” type=”xs : s t r i n g ” minOccurs=”0”/>
<xs : element name=”RdvGroupId” type=” jx ta :JXTAID”/>

</xs : sequence>
</xs : complexType>

Figure A.9: Rendezvous Advertisement Schema
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JxtaServiceInterfaces

/** EndpointService */

1. endpointService.getMessenger().sendMessage(

2. msg: Message);

3.

4. public void processIncomingMessage(Message msg,

5. EndpointAddress srcAddr, EndpointAddress dstAddr) {

6. ...

7. }

/** ResolverInterface */

1. public TSCResolverMessageHandler {

2. public int processQuery(ResolverQueryMsg

3. resolverQueryMsg) {

4. }

5. public void processResponse(ResolverResponseMsg

6. resolverResponseMsg) {

7. }

8. }

9.

10. resolverService.registerHandler(handler:

11. TSCResolverMessageHandler);

12.

13. resolverService.unregisterHandler(handler);

14.

15. resolverService.sendQuery(peerID: String,

16 query: ResolverQuery);

17.

18. resolverService.sendResponse(peerID: String,

19. response: ResolverResponse);

Page 1

JxtaServiceInterfaces

/** RendezVousService */

1. RendezVousService rdvService =

2. peerGroup.getRendezVousService();

3. rdvService.addListener(

4. rendezvousServiceListener: RendezvousListener);

5. if (!rdvService.isRendezVous()) {

6. while (!rdvService.isConnectedToRendezVous()) {

7. Thread.sleep(timeout: Long);

8. }

9. }

10.

11. Enumeration<PeerID> en =

12. rdvService.getConnectedPeers();

13.

14. Enumeration<PeerID> en =

15. rdvService.getConnectedRendezVous();

16. while (en.hasNext()) {

17. PeerID peerID = en.next();

18. rdvService.disconnectFromRendezVous(peerID);

19. }

/** MembershipService */

1. MembershipService membershipService =

2. peerGroup.getMembershipService();

3. AuthenticationCredential cred =

4. new AuthenticationCredential(peerGroup, null, null);

5. Authenticator authenticator =

6. membershipService.apply(cred);

7. if (authenticator.isReadyForJoin()) {

8. membershipService.join(authenticator);

9. }

Page 2

JxtaServiceInterfaces

10.

11. MembershipService membershipService =

12. peerGroup.getMembershipService();

13. membershipService.resign();

/** DiscoveryService */

1. discoveryService.getLocalAdvertisements(type: Integer,

2. attr: String, value: String);

3. discoveryService.getRemoteAdvertisements(

4. peerID: String, type: Integer, attr: String,

5. value: String, threshold: Integer);

6.

7. public void discoveryEvent(DiscoveryEvent event) {

8. DiscoveryResponseMsg res = event.getResponse();

9. Enumeration<Advertisement> en =

10. res.getAdvertisements();

11. while (en.hasMoreElements()) {

12. ...

13. }

14. }

15.

16. discoveryService.publish(adv: Advertisement,

17. lifetime: Long);

18. discoveryService.remotePublish(adv: Advertisement,

19. lifetime: Long);

Page 3

Figure A.10: Java Code – JXTA Service Interfaces
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A.5 Further Examples

A.5.1 Distribution and Discovery Algorithms Example

Assume an example random graph that forms a pure P2P network containing 10

peers. The neighbors and degree of each peer together with the adjacency matrix

of the network are depicted in Figure A.11. A source peer p1 is the initiator of a

query (requester) and a destination peer p10 holds requested content (owner). Since

the owner of a requested data item is unknown, a path to it needs to be discovered.

The flooding and random walk algorithm provide a searching service for finding such

paths. Their di!erence lie in network coverage and associated overhead which will

be shown. The two symbols used in the example are the cross out symbol (i/) to

indicate that a query came from the peer pi and the underline symbol (j ) to refer to

the next peer pj a query is propagated to. The random walk algorithm ensures the

self-avoidance property and thus cuts downs the number messages at propagation.

Adjacency Matrix Neighbor Degree
#

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$%

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

&

''''''''''''''(

(1, {2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10})
(2, {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9})

(3, {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10})
(4, {2, 3, 5, 6, 8})

(5, {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10})
(6, {1, 2, 4, 5, 8})
(7, {1, 2, 5, 8, 9})

(8, {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10})
(9, {1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10})

(10, {1, 3, 5, 8, 9})

d1 = 6
d2 = 7
d3 = 7
d4 = 5
d5 = 7
d6 = 5
d7 = 5
d8 = 7
d9 = 6

d10 = 5

N = 10,D = 60, d = 6

Figure A.11: Properties of Example Pure P2P Network

Consider, a hybrid P2P approach is now applied. The example is slightly

changed because super-peers are added to the overlay, e.g. the set of super-peers

is {11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17}. The neighbors and degree of each peer in the new

network are depicted in Figure A.12. The change of the overlay structure has an

impact on the e"ciency of the algorithms. The costs of the flooding algorithm

are greatly reduced, e.g. cut down to 19 instead of 52 messages. Moreover, the

longest random walk, that went over 9 hops to reach the destination peer p10 (e.g.,

[1, 3, 2, 5, 6, 4, 8, 7, 9, 10]) in the first example, is no longer possible. The longest path

goes now over 5 hops, e.g. [1, 11, 12, 15, 17, 10].
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Neighbor Degree
(1, {11}) (11, {1, 12}) d1 = 1 d11 = 2
(2, {12}) (12, {2, 11, 13, 15}) d2 = 1 d12 = 4
(3, {13}) (13, {3, 4, 12, 14}) d3 = 1 d13 = 4
(4, {13}) (14, {5, 6, 13}) d4 = 1 d14 = 3
(5, {14}) (15, {7, 8, 12, 16, 17}) d5 = 1 d15 = 5
(6, {14}) (16, {9, 15, 17}) d6 = 1 d16 = 3
(7, {15}) (17, {10, 15, 16}) d7 = 1 d17 = 3
(8, {15}) d8 = 1
(9, {16}) d9 = 1

(10, {17}) d10 = 1
N = 17,D = 34, d = 2

Figure A.12: Properties of Example Hybrid P2P Network

Flooding in Example Pure P2P Network

description #msg

(1, {2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10}) ship query to neighbors of p1 6

(2, {1/, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to neighbors of p2 6

(3, {1/, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to neighbors of p3 6

(6, {1/, 2, 4, 5, 8}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to neighbors of p6 4

(7, {1/, 2, 5, 8, 9}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to neighbors of p7 4

(9, {1/, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to neighbors of p9 5

(10, {1/, 3, 5, 8, 9})
query received from peer p1

propagate query to neighbors of p10 4

respond p1 1

(4, {2/, 3, 5, 6, 8}) query received from peer p2

propagate query to neighbors of p4 4

(5, {2/, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10}) query received from peer p2

propagate query to neighbors of p5 6

(8, {3/, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10}) query received from peer p3

propagate query to neighbors of p8 6

total messages: 52
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Random Walk in Example Pure P2P Network

description #msg

(1, {2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10}) ship query to a neighbor of p1 1

(3, {1/, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to a neighbor of p3 1

(2, {3/, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}) query received from peer p3

propagate query to a neighbor of p2 1

(5, {2/, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10}) query received from peer p2

propagate query to a neighbor of p5 1

(6, {1/, 2, 4, 5, 8}) query received from peer p5

propagate query to a neighbor of p6 1

(4, {2/, 3, 5, 6, 8}) query received from peer p6

propagate query to a neighbor of p4 1

(8, {3/, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10}) query received from peer p4

propagate query to a neighbor of p8 1

(7, {1/, 2, 5, 8, 9}) query received from peer p8

propagate query to a neighbor of p7 1

(9, {1/, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10}) query received from peer p7

propagate query to a neighbor of p9 1

(10, {1/, 3, 5, 8, 9}) query received from peer p9

respond p1 1

total messages: 10

Flooding in Example Hybrid P2P Network

description #msg

(1, {11}) ship query to super-peer of p1 1

(11, {1/, 12}) query received from peer p1

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p11

1

(12, {11///, 2, 13, 15}) query received from peer p11

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p12

3

(2, {12///}) query received from peer p12

(13, {12///, 3, 4, 14}) query received from peer p12

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p13

3
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(3, {13///}), (4, {13///}) query received from peer p13

(14, {13///, 5, 6}) query received from peer p13

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p14

2

(5, {14///}), (6, {14///}) query received from peer p14

(15, {12///, 7, 8, 16, 17}) query received from peer p12

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p15

4

(7, {15///}), (8, {15///}) query received from peer p15

(16, {15///, 9, 17}) query received from peer p15

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p16

2

(9, {16///}) query received from peer p16

(17, {15///, 10, 16}) query received from peer p15

propagate query to other super-peers

and clients of p17

2

(10, {17///}) query received from peer p17

respond p1 1

total messages: 19

A.5.2 Triple Space Primitives Example

The example considers three RDF graphs, depicted by the N3 syntax in Figure

A.13-A.15, that are published and retrieved to and from a triple space known by

the space identifier URI space. The write operation publishes a set of triples and

returns the set identifier URI graph. The read and query operation retrieve triples

by matching them against a template. Assume the template to be (?s foaf:name

?o.). According to the three (written) sets of triples the variable o matches either

Robert Blunder, Daniel Blunder or Christoph Huber in the triple space. The read

operation makes a non-deterministic choice and returns a single matched triple to-

gether with any triple grouped by the same set identifier. Depending on the choice

either the set of triples depicted by Figure A.13, A.14 or A.15 is returned. The

query operation returns only matching triples without considering set identifiers,

e.g. the triples (test:robblu foaf:name ”Robert Blunder”.), (test:danblu foaf:name

”Daniel Blunder”.) and (test:chrhub foaf:name ”Christoph Huber”.).
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@pref ix rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
@pref ix f o a f : <http : //xmlns . com/ f o a f /0.1/> .
@pref ix t e s t : <http : //www. example . org / persons/> .
t e s t : robblu rd f : type f o a f : Person .
t e s t : robblu f o a f : name ”Robert Blunder” .

Figure A.13: RDF graph – ‘Person Robert Blunder’

@pref ix rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
@pref ix f o a f : <http : //xmlns . com/ f o a f /0.1/> .
@pref ix t e s t : <http : //www. example . org / persons/> .
t e s t : danblu rd f : type f o a f : Person .
t e s t : danblu f o a f : name ”Danie l Blunder” .

Figure A.14: RDF graph – ‘Person Daniel Blunder’

@pref ix rd f : <http : //www.w3 . org /1999/02/22" rdf"syntax"ns#> .
@pref ix f o a f : <http : //xmlns . com/ f o a f /0.1/> .
@pref ix t e s t : <http : //www. example . org / persons/> .
t e s t : chrhub rd f : type f o a f : Person .
t e s t : chrhub f o a f : name ”Christoph Huber” .

Figure A.15: RDF graph – ‘Person Christoph Huber’
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A.6 tsc++ User Guide

The tsc++ user guide contains instructions on how to install, configure and start a

demo application. The following part is an extract of the user guide that is available

together with a demo application at the project Web site1.

The demo application, a getting started with Triple Space, considers a test

scenario with three TS kernels K1, K2 and K3 that that are members of the same

space (space URI, e.g. ts://www.example.org/space/). Each kernel is performing

di!erent operations. Kernels have to wait with a maximum timeout for the output

of others because triples need to be written before they can be read. A kernel that

wants to read triples waits until those are found or stops doing so if a certain timeout

is reached. The example is depicted by Figure A.16 and A.17.

K1 K2 K3
read(space1, t1) write(space1, triples2 )

query(space1, t3 )

write(space1, triples1 )

read(space1, t2 )

Figure A.16: Execution Path of TS Kernel Operations

The execution path is the following:

• K1: wants to read triples specified by a the template t1 and writes a set of

triples triples1

– K1 read(space, t1)

– K2 is started by startKernel2.bat

– wait for K2 to write its triples

• K2: writes a set of triples triples2 and wants to read triples specified by a

certain template t2

– K2 write(space, triples2)

– K1 read(space, t1) and receives a set of triples

1http://tsc.sti-innsbruck.at
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– K1 write(space, triples1)

– K2 read(space, triples1) and receives a set of triples

– K3 is started by startKernel3.bat

• K3: wants to query triples specified by a template t3

– K3 query(space, t3) and receives a set of triples

K1 

K2 

K3 

w
rit

e read 

w
rite 

re
ad 

K1 

K2 
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w
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e 

K1 

K2 

K3 

w
rit

e read 

K1 
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K3 

w
rit

e read 

w
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K1 

K2 

K3 

w
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e read 

w
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re
ad 

query 

1 2 3 

4 5 

Figure A.17: TS Kernel Operations

A.6.1 Contents of the Distribution Package

The distributed files and folder are:

bin folder – compiled Start.class

kernel1 folder – property files, test data and a script for starting the second kernel

kernel2 folder – property files, test data and a script for starting the third kernel

kernel3 folder – property files

lib folder – jar file of the current tsc++ release, external libraries must be placed

here manually.

src folder – source files

changelog.txt file – lists the changes for the actual release
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LICENSE.txt file – digital copy of the underlying LGPL license

README.txt file – general information about this project

Start.bat file – script to start the demo application under Microsoft Windows

A.6.2 Getting Started Application

To start the demo application the Start.bat file should be called within a MS-DOS

command shell under Microsoft Windows. The getting started application should

provide an overview over the following topics:

• starting a TS kernel instance

• creating triple spaces

• workflow visualization

• operations on triple spaces

Every instance of a TS kernel must be executed in a di!erent Virtual Machine

(VM) because the JXTA [92] framework does not allow multiple instances in the

same VM. This is solved by given each kernel its own execution environment, i.e.

its own folder and properties files. The demo uses the tsc++ jar file in the lib folder

an thus changes on the source code of getting started application will have no e!ect

on the middleware implementation. The external jar files listed in README.txt

file must be provided in the lib folder before startup. Moreover, the CLASSPATH

variable needs to be set correctly.

A.6.3 Configuration

Every new TS kernel instance can be configured separately by changing the prop-

erties contained in separate files inside a kernel’s properties folder. The properties

are divided into the following files.

General Properties

Property Values Description

STORE

sesame which store to use for persistency

owlim

yars
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JXTA Properties

TIMEOUT READ URI Long time in which a response is

expected for certain query

MAX TIMEOUT READ URI Long method is blocked until time

reached

MAX ATTEMPTS READ URI Long attempts until reach max

timeout is reached

TIMEOUT READ TEMPLATE Long method is blocked until time

reached

MAX TIMEOUT READ TE. . . Long method is blocked until time

reached

MAX ATTEMPTS READ TE. . . Long attempts until reach max

timeout is reached

TIMEOUT QUERY TEMPLATE Long time in which a response is

expected for certain query

MAX TIMEOUT QUERY TE. . . Long method is blocked until time

reached

MAX ATTEMPTS QUERY TE. . . Long attempts to reach max time-

out is reached

TIMEOUT PUBLISH Long discovery service, publish

advertisement

MAX ATTEMPTS DISCOVER Long discovery service, attempts

TIMEOUT DISCOVER Long discovery service

DEFAULT EXPIRATION Long default expiration time for

advertisements, this is the

amount of time which adver-

tisements will live in caches.

After this time, the adver-

tisement should be refreshed

from the source.
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DEFAULT LIFETIME Long default lifetime time for ad-

vertisements, this is the

maximum amount of time

which the advertisement will

remain valid. If the adver-

tisement remains valid after

this time, then the creator

will need to republish the ad-

vertisement.

WAIT FOR RDV CONNECTION true

false

waiting for RDV peer is es-

sential except for the first

kernel that should become

the group’s default RDV

peer

TYPE OF COMMUNICATION 100

101

flooding or random walk al-

gorithm

MAX TIMEOUT DISCOVER Long max timeout for discovery

THRESHOLD DISCOVER Long threshold discover

TIMEOUT PING Long timeout ping

COMBINE QUERY TEM. . . true

false

combines the query results if

multiple kernels answer to a

request

MAX HOP COUNT Long max hops used for communi-

cation

MAX TIMEOUT PING Long max timeout ping

CLEAN DIR true

false

clean the JXTA directories

at startup

SESAME Properties

Used if the Sesame [15] data store (‘store = sesame’) is set in the general.properties

file.

CLEAN DIR
true clean the SESAME directories at startup

false
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OWLIM Properties

Used if the OWLIM [46] data store (‘store = owlim’) is set in the general.properties

file.

NUM WORKER THREADS Long number of worker threads

CLEAN DIR
true

false

clean the OWLIM directo-

ries at startup

YARS Properties

Used if the YARS [39] data store (‘store = yars’) is set in the general.properties file.

In order to use YARS the following points have to be considered.

1. installation of the latest Tomcat server, http://tomcat.apache.org/

2. download of YARS war file, http://sw.deri.org/2004/06/yars/#download

3. deploy war file; folder [tomcat home folder]/webapps/yars.war in Tomcat

4. start Tomcat via command shell [tomcat home folder]/bin/startup.bat

5. YARS needs some extra seconds to start up because of the underlying Tomcat

6. run the Start script of the getting started application

7. terminate Tomcat via [tomcat home folder]/bin/shutdown.bat

TOMCAT HOME C:/. . . absolute path to the installed

Tomcat server

TOMCAT URL http://localhost:8080/ URL of the running Tomcat

server

YARS HOME webapps/yars/ relative path to the deployed

YARS data store

directory

YARS URI yars/ URL to YARS data store

YARS CLEAN true clean the YARS directories at

false startup
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List of Abbreviations

API Application Programming Interface

TS Triple Space

TS API Triple Space API

TripCom Triple Space Communication

SWS Semantic Web Spaces

CSpaces Conceptual Spaces

sTuples Semantic Tuple Spaces

TSC Triple Space Computing

CAPI Coordination API

MAPI Management API

DAPI Data Access API

P2P Peer-to-Peer

URI Uniform Resource Identifier

URL Uniform Resource Locator

UUID Universally Unique Identifier

UC Use Case

RDF Resource Description Framework

RDFS RDF Schema

DAML+OIL DARPA Agent Markup Language + Ontology Inference Layer

WWW World Wide Web

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

UDP User Datagram Protocol

IP Internet Protocol

OSI Open Systems Interconnection

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

LRU Least Recently Used
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TTL Time To Live

DHT Distributed Hash Tables

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange

OPC Operation Component

COC Coordination Component

DAC Data Access Component

ID Identifier

SPARQL Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language

XML Extensible Markup Language

NAT Network Address Translation

RDV Rendezvous

PEP Peer Endpoint Protocol

PRP Peer Resolver Protocol

RVP Rendezvous Protocol

PMP Peer Membership Protocol

PDP Peer Discovery Protocol
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